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ABSTRACT

The commercial bank today is one of the most crucial financial institutions for
commercial growth and to enhance economic of countries. However, the factors to
determine the sound performance and its relationship vary among the countries.
Therefore, the objective of this study is to evaluate the significant determinants that
influence on bank performance and based on that determinant, establish the relationships
between three crucial determinants: Profitability, Risk and Capital of Thailand
commercial banks. The bank level secondary data from eleven commercial banks were
used over 12 years’ period from 2004 to 2016. Simultaneous equations model i.e.
seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) with two-step estimation was applied to analyze
the determinants. This study involves the set of bank-specific and microeconomic
variables as explanatory variables based on factor that explain the overall bank
performance. Additionally, this study also includes Federal fund rate and recent subprime
financial crisis dummy as external variables. This study evaluated three main indicators
for profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM), three indicators for risk (VROA, VROE and
LLR) and one indicator for Capital (CAR). It was revealed that there is significant
(P<0.01) relationship between Profitability, risk and Capital for commercial banks in
Thailand. The relationship between Profitability indicators and Capital is positive
whereas Profitability indicators and Risk indicators is negatively associated and Risk
indicators and Capital is positively associated. The federal fund rate and Thailand policy
interest rate act inversely in bank performance .More importantly, the study used
different profitability as well as Risk indicators in different patterns with capital
consequently different patterns in result has been observed . Therefore, this strongly
suggests the authorities to realize on result based on the single profitability or single risk
indicator may the policy makers and its implementation mislead.

Key words: Profitability, Risk, Capital, SUR Estimation, Commercial Bank, Thailand
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CHAPTER 1

                                 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The commercial banks are important financial institution to grow economically as well as

financially strong of the nation. There is need of strong regulation to implement the

policy to streamline the commercial banks. The financial performance of this sector has a

huge effect to economy of the country. The role of banks is the biggest among the

financial institutions and will remain central role in the process of financial

intermediation. This sector helps to convert the fund from savings into investment. In

financing economic activity, its effectiveness brings positive impact on overall economy

including sound profitable. The banks have other roles besides a way for monetary

control; such as strengthening of the economy and insuring macroeconomic stability for

long  term  as  well  as  able  to  withstand  severe  shocks  and  make  the  stability  of  the

financial system. Commercial banks generally present in all countries and subject to a

great deal of regulations. One of the major example is the minimum capital commercial

banks must keep absorbing loss if unexpected things happen. That is proven in Thailand

by fully recovered the 1997 financial crisis with major contribution of Thailand

commercial banks. The capital of any banking system is crucial to run the institution

effectively. It is important to know the profitability, capital and their impacts on the risk

to understand that pre and post credit crisis (Festicet al. 2011). Therefore, the

relationships between capital, risk, and profitability have recently become an emerging

issue (Lee and Hsieh, 2013).
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Rapid changes in banking service create curiosity to investor as well as stakeholder to

determine the relationship between Capital, Risk and profitability of banks.

Consequently, it helps to anticipate future financial crisis that seems to be exempted to

any policy measures. Although there is number of research related bank performance by

most sophisticated methods and tools but research in Thailand banking system seems lack

to anticipate post financial crisis and its impact on economy.

The present study aims to evaluate the relations among three major determinants of bank

namely capital, risk and profitability from quarterly dataQ1/2004- Q3/2016 of eleven

commercial banks out of fourteen commercial banks listed in Bank of Thailand. This

research also aims to identify the important determinants to represent the sound banking

performance.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

The  financial crisis in 1997 that hit Thailand badly and revealed substantial

vulnerabilities in the financial sector However, after Financial Sector Master Plan issued

by the Ministry of Finance and Bank of Thailand in January 2004 that bought the major

change in efficiency of Thai financial institutions, commercial banking or retail banking.

Thailand’s banks are currently fully retrieved and improved to play important roles in the

Thailand  economy  environment.  In  Thailand,  as  of  2015  there  are  thirty  commercial

Banks operating under the direct supervision of Bank of Thailand (BOT). Among which

14 banks are registered in Thailand (generally called domestic banks) and 16 banks are

registered in foreign (Generally called foreign banks).The Commercial bank today is one
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of the most crucial financial institutions of any country to raise the economic. However,

the factors to determine the sound performance vary among countries. Therefore, the

objective of this study is to establish the relationships between three main determinants:

Profitability, Risk and Capital of Thailand commercial banks. This type of analysis is

required by investors, various shareholders including lender and the borrowers. Though

some recent studies conduct, many of the research are incomplete somehow either lack of

required variables or fruitful methods and tools. So this study focuses the research gap

that have not consider yet in previous study.

The three main determinants of any financial institutions are capital, profitability, and

risk and its relationship are unknown for Thailand commercial banks. Various studies

have analyzed the relationship between risk, capital and profitability with some criticism

result inconsistently. Because most of research are shown the relationship among those

three variables in pairs,  i.e.  consider only two at  time and omit third one.  These results

are considered as partial complete, either on theoretical or empirical basis is ambiguous.

If one of the three variables is omitted, regression coefficients estimate might suffer from

specification errors (Schreiber et al. 2008).Additionally, there is no such solid

relationship that can apply for other counties commercial bank. The relations have also

varied  depending  on  the  data  range  (number  of  observation)  used  in  the  study,  type  of

financial bank, types and numbers of variables considered in study and which method and

procedure are applied in analysis. Hence, the relationship between capital, risk and

profitability is obscure. Some researchers suggest that the capital increases the risk as

well  as profitability others feel  that  capital  reduces the risk as well  as profitability.  The
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existing theoretical literature on the determinants of commercial bank about capital, risk

and profitability is yield conflicting predictions.

More importantly, there is so less research on those topics for commercial banks in the

Thailand as compares to others countries. Therefore, the objective of this study is to

explore the relationship between profitability, risk and capital commercial bank in

Thailand by using quarterly data from 12 years period Q1/2004 to Q3/2016of11

commercials bank mention in stock exchange Thailand (SET) as well as bank of Thailand

(BOT).The simultaneous equations model i.e. seemingly unrelated regression (SURE)

with two-step estimator proposed by Zellner (1962)are employed to analyze the

simultaneous equation system with series of econometric test to avoid simultaneous bias

for estimated coefficients when they are estimated separately.(Schreiber et al.

2008&Mongid et al. 2012). This kind of study using commercials bank is essential for

many investors, policy makers, researchers, and bank regulators, but not available. This

study is also an effort to fill out the gap in previous empirical study on this area.

1.3 Research Objectives

The main objective of the research is to identify the relationship between the Capital ,

risk and profitability of commercial banks in Thailand from quarterly data from 12 years

periodQ1/2004 to Q3/2016.which is period where banking sectors have significant

changes including Thailand commercial bank. Secondly, this study also shows financial

performance commercial banks in Thailand. Various Indicators has been used to analyze

the  relationship.  Such  that  Profitability  Indicators  :  Return  on  assets  (ROA),  Return  on
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equities  (ROE),  Net  interest  margin  (NIM),  Risk  Indicators:  Variance  of  ROA

(VROA),Reserves rates (LLR),Capital indicators : Capital rate (CAR),Bank specific

variables: Bank size (LTA),Loan rate (NLTA), Loan by deposit ratio (LDT),Operating

inefficiency (OER) Macroeconomic Variables : Inflation rate (INF), Exchange rate

(EXR), Real GDP growth rate (RGDP), Policy Interest Rate (INR), Federal Fund rate

(FFR) and Subprime financial crisis dummy (SCD) . This study could help to various

players involving in this field. The specific objectives of this study are:

1. To explore the relationship between variables are exists or not.

2. To evaluate the relationship between variables whether positive or negative if

truly exists.

3. To explore the relationship between variables for their fluctuation or stable over

selected time period.

4. To study the influences of selected external variables and internal variables on

performance of commercial banks.

1.4 Research Questions

Given the various issues relating to relationships between capital, risk and Profitability

for commercial banks in Thailand, the research questions raised as follows:

1. What are the relationships between Capital, Risk and Probability for commercial

Banks in Thailand from 2004 to 2016?
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1.5 Expected Benefit of the Study

As described before, bank’s strength plays an important role in the stability and growth of

economy. The strength of bank depend mainly on Capital, Risk and profitability

effectively management. All three determinates are strongly correlated each other.

Although the previous research of relationship between Capital, risk and profitability

have focused on one or several countries and showed different results and made Thailand

bank’s player aware, however there is lack of sureness without solid prove to improve the

quality of bank performance for Thailand commercial bank. Therefore, the relationship

between Profitability, Risk and Capital of commercial banks is essential for policy

makers, regulators, investors, shareholders, Lender and the borrowers etc.

From a practical point of view, the information provided in this research offers a

guideline for bank managers, investors and bank supervisors, policy maker depending on

the outcome of research. Bank managers could pay more attention to improve bank’s

performance by managing the credit risk, overall risk, capital and profitability. Besides,

private investors have more detailed view for the profitability and its effect. More

importantly, the outcome the broad idea for different kind of profitability indicators, risk

indicators combined with capital, which are helpful for policy makers. Last but not least,

bank supervisors will be provided more depth evidence for Risk, capital and profitability

and to investigate if it is necessary to deregulate or implement further regulation.

For a theoretical contribution, this study fills the research gap on the influence of range of

bank specific and macroeconomic variables on the Thailand bank performance. And
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under the condition that banking market is being diversified and in that case, how

variables are connected each is necessary consequently, this research can reveal more

comprehensive knowledge to the readers. Another contribution will be that this research

supplies the foundation for other researchers who wish to dig into further study of such

area. If the result indicates that no relationship exists, the contribution could be that there

is no need for other researchers to make effort into this area or more influential factors

should be considered to produce more significant relationship.

1.6 Organizational Definitions

This study intends to focus the 11commercial bank mentions in stock exchange of

Thailand (SET) as well as bank of Thailand (BOT).The variables used in this is

dependent variables, independent variables, macroeconomic variables (External

Variables) and Bank specific variables (Internal variables).

1. Dependent Variable

The variable that depends on other factors is measured. These variables change results if

manipulation in the independent variable or variables is made. It is like presumed effect

of independent variables. In this thesis work followings dependent variables are used:

Return on equities (ROE), Return on assets (ROA), Net interest margin (NIM), Variance

of ROA (VROA),Variance of ROA (VROE) Reserve rate (LLR) and Capital Rate(CAR).

2. Independent Variable

The independent variable is generally stable and unaffected by the other variables that are

trying to measure. It is only manipulated by the investigators systematically. Therefore, it

is like presumed cause. Followings are used as independent variables for this study :Bank
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Size (NLTA), Loan to deposit ratio (LTD),Loan rate (NLTA), Efficiency ratio (OER),

Inflation rate (INF), Exchange rate (EXR), Real GDP growth rate (RGDP), Interest Rate

(INR), Federal Fund rate (FFR) and Subprime Financial crisis dummy (SCD).

3. Macroeconomic variables (External Variables)

Macroeconomic variables are indicators the overall state of country economy. It is the big

picture of economics to study concepts like firms, country, or global economic. The main

macroeconomics includes nation's Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth rate, Inflation

rate (INF), Exchange rate (EXR), unemployment rates, growth rate, and Interest Rate

(INR), Taxation Rate (TAR) and their interaction.

4. Bank Specific variables (Internal Variables)

The internal and external determinants are the key factors to determine of the operating

and financial performance. The internal factors often called the bank specific variables or

micro variables. The internal determinants affect the bank profitability and operating

performance which is adopted by the bank and their management objectives. The bank

specific variables will be used in this thesis work are Bank size (NLTA), operating

inefficiency (OER), Loan to deposit ratio (LTD), Loan rate (NLTA),

1.7 Organization of the thesis

This thesis is organized into five chapters

1. Chapter 1 (Introduction): This chapter describes the general Background,

Statement of the Problem, Research Objectives, and Research Questions Expected

Benefit of the Study, Organizational Definitions, and Organization of the thesis.
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2. Chapter 2 (Literature review): In this chapter an extensive critical review of

various available literatures are discussed with titles: Overview of Thailand’s Financial

Institution, Theory and Related Research, Conceptual Framework. Research Hypothesis

3. Chapter 3 (Research Methodology): This chapter contains mainly data

collection and analysis technique that is used in analysis with the help various subtitles.

These are General, Research Design, Data Sources and Collection Techniques, Data

analysis techniques, Definition of Variables, Model Specification, Research Hypothesis

4. Chapter 4 (Result and Discussion):

This chapter focuses on analysis and result part. To analyze and present the result based

on the objectives of thesis, this chapter divided into following subtopic such as Data

Analysis, Trends of Variables, Descriptive Statics, Correlation Analysis Result,

Econometric test result, Regression analysis Result, Analysis of Variances (ANOVA) and

Hypothesis test Result.

5. Chapter 5 (Conclusion and Recommendation):

These chapters summarize the concluding remark of whole thesis in very briefly and

provide some recommendation for other researcher. The subtopics of this chapter are

Conclusion and Recommendation. .
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CHAPTER 2

                         LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Overview of Thailand’s Commercial banks

Thailand is supported by International Monetary Fund (IMF) during the 1997 East Asian

Economic Crisis and used in stabilization of internal economic and restricting of financial

sector. The financial restructuring initially concentrated on the identification and

intervention in distressed banks and recapitalization of the banking system. The

reformation brought greater changes in the ownership structure of financial institutions.

Moreover,  It  allow the foreign ownership on commercial  banks and also it  set  less than

25% of the equity capital to attract foreign banks and investors as well as  recapitalize the

distressed banks. Further announcement of sector master plan in January 2004 increased

efficiency of the financial sector by reforming market condition. The bank in Thailand

banks are currently fully reformed and play major roles in the Thailand economy

environment. As per 2015(As per Bank of Thailand report 2015), there are 30

commercials banks among which 11 banks are used in this study mention in Stock

exchange Thailand (SET) as shown in Table 2.1

As of yearend 2015(As per Bank of Thailand report 2015), the financial institutions had

total assets about 37 trillion baht and the GDP value was 395 billion US dollar. Among

which the commercial banks is major depository corporations that were shared 49 % of

total assets of financial institutions.
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 Table 2.1 List of 11 Commercial banks of Thailand covered in the study

2.2 Theory and Related Research

To fulfill the objectives of research, following surveys are made. These survey reports

present different sub chapters.

2.2.1 The relationship between profitability and capital

Charles et al. (2013), examined the effects of credit risk management as well as capital

adequacy on banks financial performance. Study used the data from 2004-2009 by using

Panel data model. The results showed that capital adequacy positively impacted on

financial performance of bank whereas loans and advances have a negative impact on

banks’ profitability.

Rank 2015 Commercial Banks Symbol No. of branch

1 Bangkok Bank Public Company Ltd. BBL 1,157

2 Krung Thai Bank Public Company Ltd. KTB 1,214

3 Siam Commercial Bank Public Company Ltd. SCB 1,170

4 Kasikornbank Public Company Ltd. KBANK 1,110

5 Bank of Ayudhya Public Company Ltd. BAY 658

6 Thanachart Bank Public Company Ltd. TBANK 593

7 TMB Bank Public Company Ltd. TMB 453

8 CIMB Thai Bank Public Company Ltd. CIMBT 91

9 Tisco Bank Public Company Ltd. TISCOB 57

10 Kiatnakin Bank Public Company Ltd. KKP 67

11 Land and Houses  Bank Public Company Ltd. LHBANK 133
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Shubita et al. (2012) had extended findings of both Abor (2005), as well as Gill et al.

(2011) regarding the effects of capital structure on profitability considering data of period

2004-2009 of the industrial companies listed on Amman Stock Exchange. The results

shown significantly negative relation between debt and profitability and also suggest

firms profitable depend more on equity than other financing option.

Tarazi (2013) investigated the determinants of capital structure which are Profitability,

Asset Structure, Firm Size, Growth Opportunities, Cost of Financial Distress as well as

Tax Shield Effects as total debt to total asset ratio. Study considered data of 559

companies, which are listed on Thai stock exchange from 2001 to 2011. Using panel data

analysis, the results reveal that, among the variables, the profitability, assets structure,

firms size, and growth opportunities, have a major determinant in alternation of result

regarding the total debt ratios. Whereas, the tax shield effect is inversely on the level of

leverage. Additional, study found that the cost of financial hazard have no significant

influence on capital structure.

Singh (2013) analyzed how far the capital structure affects the Profitability of corporate

firms listed in Bombay Stock Exchange in India. The study proved that there is

significant relationship between Profitability variables (ROA) and Return on Capital

Employed (ROCE).

Iannotta et al., (2007) found positive relationship between capital and profitability as

supports, Naceur and Omran, (2011). Altunbas et al. (2007) found that European banks
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are inefficient to hold more capital. A negative relationship between the capital ratio and

profitability is found by Goddard et al. (2010).

2.2.2 The relationship between risk and profitability

Solomon et al. (2012) examined the Financial Risk in Firm’s Profitability Analysis; study

told that risk analysis is very important for the globalization as witness of unprecedented

diversification of risk situations. Because of uncertainty in the business world being

related  to  risk.  The  aim  of  risk  is  inextricably  linked  to  the  return  on  invested  capital

including remuneration of production factors and also resources management like

efficiency and effectiveness. Study also suggests that without considering to the return-

risk ratio, full economic and financial diagnosis is ambiguous. Risk has much form

financial risk, operational risk, and total risk, risk of bankruptcy each affects the business

activity significantly. Financial risk indicators like financial breakeven, financial leverage

and leverage ratio (CLF) major concern to optimize the financial structure and role in

genuine market economy.

Altunbas et al. (2007) found from European banking that Bank risk-taking have negative

relationship with inefficiency. This is opposite result established from US evidence.

2.2.3 The relationship between capital and risk

Ching (2006) evaluated the relationship between capital and risk of Dutch banks using

the Two Stage Least Square (2SLS) method of estimation. Study assumed that banks risk

under the 8%-minimum capital. By applying data of US banks from period (1997-1999)

and (2001-2004) on capital and risk simultaneously, it found that capital and risk are
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positively correlated. Study also found that the banks with high capital buffers, and low

capital buffer have positively and negatively relationship between capital and risk

respectively.

Agusman et al. (2008) examined the relationship between equity to total assets and risk is

insignificant negative using evidence from Asian banks during 1998–2003. Agoraki et al.

(2011) found that capital requirements and risk are negatively related.

Alfon et al. (2004), who found the relationship between capital and risk is negative in

U.K.Charles  et  al.  (2013),  examined  the  effects  of  credit  risk  management  as  well  as

capital adequacy on banks financial performance. Study were used data from 2004-2009

with six variables i.e. non-performing loans (NPL), loan loss provisions (LLP), loans and

advances (LA), capital adequacy (CA) and return on asset (ROA). Panel data model

results showed that credit risk management as well as capital adequacy positively

impacted on financial performance of bank whereas loans and advances have a negative

impact on banks’ profitability.

Moussa (2015) explored the relationship between Capital and Bank Risk in Tunisia;

Study looked at 18 banks in Tunisia over the period (2000-2010).Applying a static panel

method, study found that relationship between the bank capital and risk is a negative.
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2.2.4 The Relationship between Capital, Risk and Profitability

Altunbas et al. (2007) examined the relationship between capital, risk and efficiency

taking data of European banks (1992- 2000). This study revealed the relationship

between inefficiency and bank risk. Inefficient European banks seem to capture more

capital with less risk. Empirical result showed the positive relationship between risk and

level of capital or liquidity. This study also found that the corporate sector’s financial

strength has positive effects in reducing bank risk as well as capital levels. The study

revealed that cooperative banks capital is negatively related to risks and in terms of banks

inefficient whereas commercial as well as savings banks showing no major differences.

Some of the relationships might be vary depends on whether banks are most or least

efficient operators.

Mongid et al. (2012) examined the relationship between inefficiency, risk and capital

using data of eight ASEAN countries bank: Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore,

Philippines, Cambodia, Vietnam and Brunei from period 2003- 2008. The three-stage

least squares (3SLS) method was used to capture the relationships between inefficiency,

risk, and capital based on accounting ratios. The Capital and bank size are inversely

related to inefficiency. However, both inefficiency and capital are negatively related with

risk insignificantly. On the other hand, negative relationship was found between capital

and risk but not with inefficiency.

Ayaydin et al. (2014) studied the bank determinants to develop the relationship between

bank risk-taking, capital and profitability. The study used dynamic panel’s data of 23
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Turkish commercial banks (2003-2011).The Two-Step System generalize moment

method (GMM) technique were applied. They found that the risk and capital is a positive

whereas risk and profitability is negatively related.

Jabra et al. (2017) examined the relationship between bank capital, risk and profitability

for the BRICS banking industry data from 2004 to 2012. By using on two-step GMM

estimation on dynamic panel data model, they found capital and risk are significantly and

negatively related whereas capital and profitability are significantly and positively

related. The Results also shows that financial crisis significantly affects the relationship

between capital, risk and profitability.

2.2.5 Determinants of Capital, Risk and Profitability

Khandoker et al. (2013) studied the determinants of profitability of Bangladesh’s Non-

Bank Financial Institutions (NBFIs). Study used techniques like correlation matrix,

multiple regressions along with some econometric test like K-W test for randomness and

Run test over secondary data of NBFIs of Bangladesh. The result found that, operating

expenses, liquidity, total assets, and capital structure etc. are main control factors of

financial performance of NBFIs of Bangladesh.

John et al. (2007) investigated the market risk, interest rate risk, and foreign exchange

risk  of  commercial  bank.  Result  found  that  risk  is  unstable,  which  depends  on  type  of

bank and period consideration. The interest rate risk inverse effects on foreign exchange

risk, as result there is changes in the economic and regulatory of commercial banks in

term of bank stocks price. The profitability of Commercial Banks significantly affected
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by Interest Rate fluctuations ,which can be prevented with sound interest rate risk

management theories and tools.

Naceur et al. (2006) investigated the effect of banks' characteristics such as financial

structure and macroeconomic indicators on profitability and net interest margins of

Tunisian banks for the 1980 to 2000 periods. They found that the profitability and bank

interest margin is positively connected bank capital. They also found that the inflation has

a positive impact on net interest margin of bank whereas not effected by economic

growth.

Yuqi (2007) studied the impact of specific factors and macroeconomic factors on

profitability for UK banks from 1999- 2006. The result reveals that the loan loss reserves

have a significantly negative impact on bank’s profitability in term of return on average

assets (ROAA). Additionally,  Capital  strength was one of the main determinants of UK

banks was measured using three bank specific determinants. The results of external

variables such as inflation rate, interest rate and GDP growth rate were found

insignificant impact on performance.

Ayadi and Boujelbene (2012) studied Banking performance of twelve Tunisian deposit

Banks (1995- 2005), result found that the relationship between bank size and Return on

Average Assets (ROAA) is significant positive. On the contrary, Ben Naceur, and Goaied

(2010), were found that size affects negatively on profitability for Tunisian Banks

operating above their optimum level.
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Poudel (2012) examined the effect of the credit risk management in financial

performance of Nepal banks using data from 2001 – 2011. The results were shown that

credit risk management play important role in prediction of bank’s financial performance.

Demirguc-Kuntet al. (2002) found the relationship between real GDP growth and bank

profitability has negative relationshipinverse from Albertazzi and Gambacorta (2009).

Toni (2008) studied external determinants of profitability that is macroeconomic factors

such as such as rate of interest, rate of inflation, monetary policy and rate of exchange.

Study found these macroeconomic factors are main determinant that influence banks'

profitability in Nigeria.

Syafri (2012) examined the commercial bank performance in Indonesia using pooling

data from 2002 to 2011. The results shown that loan to total assets (NLTA), total equity

to total assets (CAR) and loan loss provision to total loan (LLR) have positive

relationship with profitability (ROA). Where, inflation rate (INF), the size of bank (LTA)

and cost-to-income ratio (OER) has negative effect on profitability.

2.2.6 Basel Accord Regulations

The Basel Committee, more specifically, Committee of Banking Regulations and

Supervisory Practices was found in 1974 , established by the central bank Governors of

the Group of Ten countries (G10) when serious disturbances in international currency and

banking  markets  :  significantly   failure  of  Bank  hausHerstatt  in  West  Germany.  The

Committee headquartered at the Bank for International Settlements in Basel, Switzerland.
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The main purpose to establish committee was to enhance financial stability by improving

the quality of banking supervision worldwide, and to serve as a forum for regular

cooperation between its member countries on banking supervisory matters (Bis.org,

2016).Committee has established a series of international standards for bank regulation,

most important publications of the accords on capital adequacy which are commonly

known as Basel I, Basel II and, most recently, Basel III.

Basel I

Onset of the Latin American debt crisis in December 1987, the capital measurement

system called Basel Accord was approved by the G10 governors and came into effort in

1988 (Bis.org, 2016). The main focus of Basel Accord (Basel I) was on credit risk and

called  for  a  minimum  capital  ratio  (capital  to  risk-weighted  assets)  of  8%  to  be

implemented by the end of 1992 (Bis.org, 2016). The series amendment was made in

Basel I to strengthen the stability of the international banking system. First amendment

was made in November 1991 to define the general provisions or general loan loss

reserves precisely that could be included in the capital adequacy calculation. In April

1996, the Committee issued another amendment focus on risk other than other than credit

risk, which was the focus of the 1988 Accord called market risk amendment since it focus

to incorporate market risks arising from banks' exposures to foreign exchange, traded

debt securities, equities, commodities and options and for the first time, allowed to use

internal models (value-at-risk models) to measure the market risk capital requirements,

subject to both strict quantitative and qualitative standards which  became effective from

end of 1997.
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Basel II

Later in time, Basel committee was still endeavoring to improve the Basel Accord and

make more completed (Bis.org, 2016). Therefore Basel II was released in June 2004 with

a new capital adequacy framework. This framework contained three main pillars which

are:

1. Minimum Capital requirement:  The minimum required capital ratio

(8%) remains unchanged under Basel II while the way to calculate the risk-weighted-

assets has been changed. Risk weighted assets as per Basel II should be credit risk

exposure (revised from Basel I) ,market risk exposure ( same as Basel I) and operational

risk exposure (explicitly added in Basel II)

2.  Supervisory Review: the supervisory review process and has been a

supplement to the minimum capital requirement. Therefore, it requires a regular

interaction between banks and supervisors in the assessment and planning of capital

adequacy.

3. Market Discipline: This pillar seeks to complement above activities

through a stronger market discipline by disclosure of bank’s key information of risk

assessment procedures and capital adequacy: it could enable market participants to assess

the bank’s risk profile and level of capitalization.

Basel III

The 2007 financial crisis with too much leverage and inadequate liquidity buffers made

the Basel committee realized the weaknesses by poor governance and risk management

as well as inappropriate incentive structure. The vulnerable combination of these factors
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was  shown by  the  mispricing  of  credit  and  liquidity  risks,  and  excess  credit  growth.  A

major  overhaul  of  Basel  II  was  necessary  (Bis.org,  2016)  and  endorsed  at  the  G20

Leaders' Summit in Seoul. Hence, In December 2010, the Basel III was released and will

be  considered  for  full  effective  by  the  end  of  2019.  It  strengthened  the  Basel  II  three

pillar frameworks and mainly focuses on innovations such as

1. Capital definition and requirements: The new Basel Accord requires that a

bank's total capital should consist of Tier 1 equity capital (at least 4.5% of risk-weighted-

assets at all times) and Tier 2 capital. Total Capital ratio which must be at least 8% of

risk-weighted assets (unchanged from Basel II).Tier 1 capital includes share capital and

retained earnings excluding goodwill or deferred tax assets. The additional tier 1 capital

then consists of non-cumulative preferred stocks which are previously tier 1 capital but

are not common equity whereas Tier 2 capital includes debt that is subordinated to

depositors with an original maturity of five years (Hull, 2012).

2. Capital conservation buffer: it is designed to ensure that banks build up

capital buffers outside periods of stress which can be used to absorb losses when things

happen (BCBS, 2011).

3. Countercyclical buffer: its aims to ensure that banking sector capital

requirements take account of the macro-financial environment in which banks operate

(BCBS, 2011)

4. Leverage ratio: Basel III required a non-risk based leverage ratio that is

planned to act as a credible supplementary measure to the risk based capital requirements

(BCBS, 2011)
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5. Liquidity ratio: Another major enhancement of Basel III is that it introduced a

global liquidity standard including two liquidity ratios: Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR)

and Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFL) that are aimed to make sure banks can have

sufficient high quality liquid resources to survive under acute stress scenarios (BCBS,

2011).

6. Counterparty credit risk: The  last  part  of  Basel  III  improvement  is  CVA,

which is the expected loss due to the possibility of a default by the counterparty. Then the

obtained profit is reduced by the total of the CVAs for all counterparties (Hull, 2012).

2.3 Conceptual Framework

Based on the above literature surveys well as objectives of the study the most important

variables that indicate the relationship between Capital, Risk and Profitability are

categories into five parts. In this study seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) estimation

analysis approach will be performed with 9 hypotheses.  Thus, the conceptual framework

based on accounting ratios as indicators that represent the relations among each other are

shown in figure 2.1.
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Source: Researcher Creation

Figure 2.1 Conceptual Framework

First Stage:  Profitability Regressed Against RISK, CAP, MEVsand BSVs

Second Stage: Risk is regressed against PROF, CAP, MEVs and BSVs

Third Stage: Capital is regressed against RISK, PROF, MEVs and BSVs

2.4 Research Hypothesis:

The following eight hypotheses are used in this research work. The hypothesis is based

on selected 17 variables for commercial banks in Thailand as follows where suffix zero
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and a represent Null hypothesis and Alternative hypothesis for respective hypothesis

respectively.

Hypothesis (H1-H4) for Profitability, Risk and Capital:

H10: Capital, Risk and Profitability are not related to each other in Thailand Commercial

bank. (α1 = α2 = β1 = β2 = γ1 =γ2 = 0)

H1a: Capital, Risk and Profitability are significantly related to each other in Thailand

Commercial bank. (α1 ≠ 0, α2 ≠ 0, β1 ≠ 0, β2 ≠ 0, γ1 ≠ 0, and γ2 ≠ 0 with P > 0.05)

H20: Capital has no relationship with risk on Commercial banks in Thailand (β2 =0,andγ2

= 0)

H2a: Capital has relationship with risk on Commercial banks in Thailand (β2 ≠ 0,and/or

γ2 ≠ 0).

H30: Capital has no relationship with profitability on Commercial banks in Thailand (α2

= 0 and γ1 = 0)

H3a: Capital has relationship with profitability on Commercial banks in Thailand (α2≠ 0

and/or γ1≠0)

H40: Risk hasno relationship with profitability for commercial banks in Thailand. (α1 = 0

and β1 = 0)

H4a: Risk has relationship with profitability for commercial banks in Thailand. (α1 ≠ 0

and/or β1 ≠ 0)
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Hypothesis (H5) for Bank specific variables:

H50: Bank specific Variables (Bank Size (LTA). Loan to deposit ratio (LTD), loan rate

(NLTA) and operating efficiency (OER)) have no Impact on Profitability. (α3j = 0 where

j= 1 to 4)

H5a: Bank specific  Variables  (Bank Size (LTA). Loan to deposit ratio (LTD), loan rate

(NLTA) and operating efficiency (OER)) have Impact on Profitability. (α3j ≠ 0 where j= 1

to 4)

Hypothesis (H6) for Macroeconomic variables:

H60: Macroeconomic Variables (real GDP growth rate, inflation, interest, and exchange

rate) have no influence on profitability of commercial Banks in Thailand. (α4j = 0 where

j= 1 to 4)

H6a: Macroeconomic Variables (real GDP growth rate, inflation, interest, and exchange

rate) have influence on profitability of commercial Banks in Thailand. (α4j ≠ 0 where j=

1 to 4)
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Hypothesis (H7 & H8) for Federal Fund rate and Subprime Crisis:

H70: Federal Fund rate has impact on profitability and Risk of Commercial Banks in

Thailand. (α4j = 0 and β4j = 0 where j = 5)

H7a: Federal Fund rate has impact on profitability and Risk of Commercial Banks in

Thailand. (α4j ≠ 0 and β4j ≠ 0 where j = 5)

H80: Subprime financial Crisis has no impact on profitability of Commercial Banks in

Thailand. (α4j = 0 where j = 6)

 H8a: Subprime financial Crisis has impact on profitability of Commercial Banks in

Thailand. (α4j ≠ 0 where j = 6).
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CHAPTER 3

                    RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 General

The  research  design  is  mainly  used  to  analyze  the  problems  of  business.  Many

researchers generally used either deductive approach or inductive approach. The new

theory is created after the collection and analysis of data related to a project is deductive

approach whereas hypotheses are assumed first and then gathering data to verify the

theory is inductive approach.

There are three types of research design found in literatures: exploratory, descriptive and

explanatory. If researchers have little information about data and want to understand the

problem then exploratory research design is required (Hair et al. 2011). The descriptive

study is used to collect data to explore the exact subject of the research whereas

explanatory method is used where problem are in “causes-and-effects” nature and also

called “causal research design”.

Time horizon is another vital factor for researchers to plan their work Saunders et al.

(2009). The research at a particular time is called cross-sectional studies whereas research

over a certain period is called longitudinal studies.

There are many sources of data depending upon types of research and their objectives.

However, in Saunders et al. (2009) book, data sources are classified as primary,
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secondary and tertiary. Primary sources mean first occurrence such as published reports,

Whitepaper’s, committee minutes, letters, memos etc. Secondary sources publication

based on primary data source such as journals and books whereas “search tools” are

called Tertiary data sources include indexes, abstracts, encyclopedias and bibliographies.

Moreover, quantitative and qualitative are two kind of research method. Data collection

and it analysis is done on quantitative research whereas qualitative research method is

focus on word literature rather than quantification with data analysis.

The present study is conducted to use deductive approach as it is referred to the research

question as well as hypothesis. The method of this study is quantitative because study

uses simultaneous equations model to analyze secondary data collected from the financial

annual reports of commercial banks. The research questions answer are found based on

the correlation and regression analysis outputs. The analysis results are presented by

using descriptive approach, inferential statistics and graphic technique. This research

aims to find the relationship between profitability, risk and capital over periodQ1/2004 to

Q3/2016 and also check stability .Therefore both cross-sectional and longitudinal study

has to examine over a selected period.

3.2 Research Design

The aim of this research is to present a crucial aspect of financial management tools

known  as  capital,  Risk  and  Profitability  with  reference  to  commercial  of  Thailand

chapter. The relationship between capital, risk and profitability and its effects on each

other are examined using quarterly data for a period of 12 years from Q1/2004 –
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Q3/2016.Nine hypotheses were formulated, which are related to the research objectives

as well as research question. The series of econometric test were conducted to test

whether existence relationship is valid or not. The research is organized to use the

quantitative research method by collecting the secondary data. The correlation and

regression analysis will be conducted to identify factors that affect the financial

performance of commercial in Thailand. To analyze, interpret and summarize the result,

the researcher will be used descriptive and inferential statistics and graphic technique.

3.3 Data Sources and Collection Techniques

The research is empirical in nature and based on secondary data from Thailand commercial

banks from 2004 to 2016. There are fourteen domestic commercial banks in Thailand as per

bank of Thailand (BOT) record 2015. Secondary data required for variables can only find

from audited annual financial reports, including Income statement and Balance sheet of each

individual banks. Unfortunately, only few major banks have quarterly data available from

2004 – 2016 on its own official bank web site. Moreover, most of the banks have data for last

few years only and also protected as well. Therefore, that data is not sufficient to represent

the Thailand commercial bank. However, In SETSMART where data of Thailand financial

institutions including 11 major Thailand commercial banks are available where SETMSART

data are direct linked stock exchange of Thailand (SET) web site data by university of Thai

chamber of commerce (UTCC). Although there is also some missing data, but that is

sufficient to represent the Thailand commercial banks. Beside the bank specific data of 11

commercial banks mention in SET, The macroeconomic data were collected form bank of

Thailand (BOT) as well as World Bank official website. Additionally, other sources like

journals, magazines, newspapers, brochures, websites etc. were considered as supporting data
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tool. A non- probability method in the term of judgmental sampling technique is used in

selecting banks into the sample. The accepted standard is based on confidence level at 95%

and allowable error at 5%. The dependent and independent variables are shown in Table 3.1.

3.3.1 Population and Sample Size

The main purpose of this article is to study the relationship between capital, risk and

profitability. The target population in this study is selected as top most important

commercial bank in Thailand. The study was used quarterly data of 11 commercial banks

mention stock exchange of Thailand (SET) over period of 12 years from Q1/2004 –

Q3/2016. There are 357 observations for each variables used in analysis. The selected

period 2004-2016 is important because in this period the commercial banks have faced

various changes.

3.4 Data analysis techniques

The framework adapted to estimate the relationship between capital, risk and profitability

is based on work done by Altunbas et al. (2007),Mongid et al. (2012), Witowschiet al.

(2016).In this research time series panel data are used to develop the relationships

between Profitability, Risk and Capital variables with the help of simultaneous equations

model i.e. Zellner’s (1962) seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) two step estimation

approaches. First this concept developed by Shrives and Dahl (1992) which analyses the

relation  between  the  level  of  capital  and  risk.  Moreover,  Altunbas  et  al.  (2007)  and

Witowschhi et al. (2016) have also used this model in research order to analyze

simultaneous equation. This estimation has contemporaneous (in the same time period)

the residual terms in the regression equations are correlated and might be realistic that is
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why it is called SUR model. If least squares (OLS) estimation is used for of each cross-

section equation separately then information about contemporaneous (in the same time

period) cross-equation error (residual) correlation will be ignored by OLS and moreover,

there is also chance of Heteroskedasticity problem. Additionally, it is also expected to

increase the precision of parameter estimator using the information about the residual

(error) correlation and also no further test need for Heteroskedasticity problem.

Moreover, this model also performed Breusch – Pegan test of independence to check

whether error terms are correlated or not with 1 degree freedom χ2 (chi-square)

distribution. The null hypothesis is: No correlation between error terms.

This study specifies three simultaneous equation using three dependent variables: capital,

profitability  and  risk.  The  study  also  performs  some  econometric  tests  to  confirm  the

result is correct such as multi-collinearity, auto-correlations test (Durbin Watson test),unit

root test (Augmented Dickey fuller test), Houseman test etc.

3.4.1 Research Tools

SPSS and STATA are used in this thesis work for analysis purpose and these are a very

powerful statistical package helpful for students to be familiar with it. Additionally,

Microsoft excels, scientific calculator was also used as secondary tools.

3.5 Definition of Variables

The dependent and independent variables used in this research are based on the previous

studies were done by Goddard et al. 2004, Altunbas et al. 2007,Agusman et al. 2008,

Naceur and Omran, 2011; Fungacova and Poghosyan, 2011; Lee and Hsieh, 2013,
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Ayaydin et al. 2014. This study used range of bank-specific and macroeconomic

variables as explanatory variables based on importance factor that explain the overall

bank performance and are shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Description of variables used in research

Return on assets (ROA): it indicates bank net earnings after interest & taxes (EBIT)

against its total assets. This ratio indicates how company is using its assets efficiently to

generate before contractual obligation must be paid. ROA gives a sign of the capital

strength of the financial institution.

Return on equity (ROE): Itindicates of bank profitability that calculates how many

dollars of profit a firm generates with each dollar invested by investors. The higher ROE

means generation of higher rate of return from equity investment.

Variables Descriptions
Return on assets (ROA) Net Income / Total Assets
Return on equity (ROE) Net Income / Share Holder Equity
Net interest margin (NIM) Net Interest Income / Total Assets

Variance of ROA (VROA) Variance of ROA calculated by overlaping
over past 8 quarters

Variance of ROE (VROE) Variance of ROE calculated by overlaping
over past 8 quarters

Reserve rate (LLR) Allownace for loan loass  / Gross loan
Capital Capital rate (CAR) Equity / Assets

Bank Size (LTA) Log of Total Assets (LTA)
Loan ratio (NLTA) Net Loan/ Total Assets
Loan to deposit ratio (LTD) Loan / Deposit
Operating efficiency (OER) Operating cost / Total Income
Interest Rate (INR) Policy interest rate

Exchange rate (EXR) The value of one country’s currency in
relation to another currency.

Inflation rate (INF) The Change in Consumer Price Index (CPI)
Real GDP growth rate (RGDP) % change in GDP than previous years
Federal Interest rate (FFR) Effective Federal Funds Rate %
Subprime crisis dummy (SCD) Between 2007-2009 =0, otherwise 1

Dependent
Variables

Profitability

Risk

Independent
Variables

Bank Specific
variables

Macroeconomic
Variables
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Net interest margin (NIM): Net interest margin is a performance measures how

successful Bank's investment is compared to its debt (loan). It is difference between the

interest income generated by bank and the amount of interest paid to the depositor as well

as lenders. The higher NIM implies that cost of interest expenses is lower and increasing

their assets with higher interest incomes.

Variance in ROA (VROA): The variance in ROA is used to measures the variability

(volatility) of ROA from its average value. Variance in ROA is measurement of risk and

it helps the investor on investment decision making and to develop optimal portfolios.

Variance in ROE (VROE): The variance in ROE is used to measures the variability

(volatility) of ROE from its average value.  Variance in ROE is measurement of risk on

equity investment and it can help investor on investment decision making and develop

optimal portfolios.  In general, standard deviation is used to measure the risk of an asset

or a portfolio because it is easy to interpret than variance and standard deviation is he

square root of variance.

Reserve rate (LLR): it provides useful information for both analysts and investors

because they indicate a bank’s base stability for lending. The reserve rate is the portion of

depositors' balances that financial institutions must have on hand as cash. This is one of

the specific factors that affect profitability and proxy for measurement of the default rate

of  the  banks.  Which  is  also  called  Loan  loss  allowance/provision  (LLP): This  is  an

amount of money that a bank set separately from its annual earnings for a precaution

against possible loss of a non performing loan, or any lost credit facility.

Capital rate (CAR): Equity  to  total  assets  ratio  is  called  Capital  rate  (CAR).  It  is

measure capital adequacy on bank performance. If capital rate is higher means bank have
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higher equity which reduces probable bankruptcy and also lower cost of capital and risk

as result positive relationship with profitability (Naceur, S.B. and Omran, M (2011)).

However, if banks hold very high capital rate (too much equity on hand), it implies that

banks is losing the opportunity to get more profit. In this case, negative relationship with

the profitability will occur.

BankSize (LTA): Bank size is usually measured by the logarithmic of the total assets

(LTA) conduct in regression analysis. Larger banks have more assets and can increase

more opportunities to increase their profits in the economies of scale and at the same time

reduce cost of gathering and processing information. Therefore, one could expect positive

relationship between LTA and profitability. However, there is chance to be negative

relationship if banks rise their assets with the diseconomies of scale (Tingpetch, A.,2008).

Loan Ratio (NLTA): Loan ratio is used to explain how much percentage of total assets

banks used in lending (Loan) process i.e. how much a firm relies on its loan to finance its

assets. The higher NLTA ratio indicates higher risk taking which means if bank have

poor control as well as monitoring on credit quality then   which may cause the higher

default opportunity to the bank. Contrary, if higher loan rate with efficient credit quality

monitoring and control then there is chance of better quality on the assets and high

profitability (interest income).

Loan to Deposit (LTD): The (LTD) is a generally used to estimate the liquidity of bank

i.e. lending ability of bank to fulfill withdrawals made by its customers. This number is

generally expressed in percentage. The higher LTD ratio means that the bank might not

have enough funds to withstand any unforeseen fund requirements or economic crises

and also bank could make loan to its customers by its own deposits, without any outside
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borrowing.  On the  other  hand,  if  the  ratio  is  too  low,  the  bank  might  not  be  earning  as

much as its capability (optimal return).

Operating efficiency (OER): The operating efficiency ratio (OER) is ratio of bank's

operating expense to its gross operating income. it is used to measure the how much cost

is required to operate bank compared to the income gaining  form that bank. The lower

OER typically implies the bank is being managed efficiently and this is more profitable

for investors. In addition, the OER indicates potential issues relating operating expense so

that the investors can solve problems more quickly and protect their income levels.

Interest Rate (INR): The interest rate is the compensation for the service and risk of

lending money or cost of borrowing money. Interest rate protects against future rises in

inflation rate. Lower the interest rate, the more people borrow money to spend for larger

purchases. Due to this, ripple effects of increased spending can create throughout the

economy. All users get benefited from lower interest rates. Hence, Interest rate is

influence by supply and demand, inflation rate and government policy.

Inflation Rate (INF): It measures purchasing power of currency for all goods and

services. Inflation rate is generally measured by change of Consumer Price Index (CPI)

over time. Inflation rate (INF) is calculated by annual growth rate of the GDP implicit

deflator (World Bank). The higher inflation rate implies that the cost of capital or the

interest rate is higher. This may decrease the loan demanded by borrowers which creates

funding problem and lower profitability to the bank as well. Moreover, inflation rate has

generally negative relationship with profitability. On the other hand, the inflation raises

the nominal interest rate which encourage the investor hence the inflation has a positive

significant impact on investment decision of organizations Griffiths (1979). Moreover,
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the inflation rate increase results in a more rapid economic growth which is argued by

“Liquidity and Investment in Industrialized Economy”.

Exchange rate (EXR): It measures the price of domestic currency in terms of foreign

currency. It is also called foreign exchange rate. It is determined as an annual average

based on monthly averages by national authorities or determined by sanctioned exchange

market legally.

GDP Growth rate: it indicates magnitude of growth for the overall country economy.

The GDP is sum of net gross value added by all resident producers in the economy. It is

generally measured by rate of change that a nation's gross domestic product (GDP) of

previous year.

Federal Fund Rate (FFR): The federal funds rate is the interest rate in the United States

for depository institutions to lend or borrow the reserve balances of depository

institutions on an uncollateralized basis. Reserve balances amounts held to maintain

reserve requirement to depository institutions (banks or credit union). The Institutions

which have surplus balance accounts lend those balances to institutions that need larger

balances. Therefore, in financial market, the federal funds rate play important role.

If US Federal Reserve wants to increase its federal funds rate (policy interest rate) then

many of country including Thailand gets affected inversely. The US strategy is that lure

the trader to borrow money in dollars and paying low interest rate and use the borrowed

money to invest in Asian currency with higher interest rate and backed by very low

investment cost. However, this strategy would work only if the exchange rates do not

change or changed in a favorable direction. Generally, US policy rate affects baht more
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than others such as Japan and euro zone. If US federal rate increases then economy is

unable to make a comeback in time and might have balance-sheet challenge as a US-

dollar debtor. Greater dollar debt and weaker baht could push us to raise the interest rate

although economy might not have fully recovered.

Subprime financial Crisis (SCD): The subprime financial crisis in US was a nationwide

banking emergency (December 2007 – June 2009) due to rise subprime (unfavorable

condition) lending and more difficult for borrowers to refinance their loans. Therefore,

the financial crisis is proxy for macro-economic environment. Slowdown in real activity

increases the net provision and cost strongly in macro-economic environment during

severe recession time says Bolt et al. (2012). Moreover, Higher capital carried bank faced

more severe stock price decline during the subprime financial crisis says Akhigbe et al.

(2012). Albertazzi and Gambacorta (2009) argue that financial crisis conditions can

generate credit losses due to worsen the quality of the loan portfolio as a result bank

profit reduces whereas Acharya and Mora (2011) told that during a financial crisis banks

required more deposits which could lower profitability.

3.6 Model Specification

From Specialized literature analysis, variables used to measure the capital; risk and

profitability in this study is shown in Table 3.1. Based on the idea that is developed by

past researchers to handle the relationship between profitability, risk, and capital, this

study proposed simultaneous equations model. This concept was first developed by

Shrives and Dahl (1992) and analyzed the relation between the level of capital and risk.

Moreover, Altunbas et al. (2007) and Witowschhiet al. (2016) extended the model in
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order to analyze simultaneous equation model. This study specifies a simultaneous

equation using three dependent variables: capital, profitability and risk and these

estimates using Zellner’s (1962) seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) two step

estimation approaches. This has contemporaneous (in the same time period) cross-

equation error correlation i.e. the residual terms in the regression equations are correlated.

Equation (3.1) summarizes our hypotheses concerning Commercial Banks in Thailand as

follows:

------------ (3.1)

Where, β1, β2, and β3 are vectors of explanatory variables for commercial banks in

Thailand.

Based on main hypothesis in Equation (3.1), the relationship between bank profitability,

Risk and capital can be specified by system of equations (3.3 - 3.5). All these equations

will be solved simultaneously by using Zellner’s (1962) seemingly unrelated regression

(SUR) two step estimator approaches. More elaborate form of simultaneous equations are

as follows.

Where, subscripts i, t, and jdenote Bank, year and proxy for respective variables (Bank

specific variables (BSV) and Macroeconomic variables (MEV)) respectively.

= + 1( ) + 2( ) + 3 + 4 + --- (3.3)

= + 1( ) + 2( ) + 3 + 4 + -- (3.4)

= + 1( ) + 2( ) + 3 + 4 + ----- (3.5)

. = .( , , )

. = .( , , )

. = ℎ.( , , )
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Here, PROFit, CAPit, RISKit, represent proxies for profitability, capital, risk, as

dependent variables respectively. The α,βand γ represent the coefficient of regression of

Profitability, Risk and Capital equations respectively whereas ij, it and it are the

idiosyncratic error term (residual) of equations (3.3 to 3.5) respectively.

3.7 Research Hypotheses

3.7.1 Capital, Risk and Profitability

The relationship between capital, risk and profitability is found controversial expected by

previous researchers for banking sector. Many studies found positive relationship

between capital and risk (Altunbas et al. (2007) and Agusman et al. (2008)) but not

considering profitability in analysis. Some study revealed that there is no strong

relationship between them. The simultaneous analysis of profitability, risk, and capital,

empower us to explain these different relations that arise in commercial banks in

Thailand  during  the  assume  sample  period.  The  study  also  confirms  that  whether  the

relationship between them is strong or weak. That is why this study set a hypothesis.

H10: Capital, Risk and Profitability are not related to each other in Thailand

Commercial bank. (α1 = α2 = β1 = β2 = γ1 =γ2 = 0)

H1a: Capital, Risk and Profitability are significantly related to each other in

Thailand Commercial bank. (α1 ≠ 0, α2 ≠ 0, β1 ≠ 0, β2 ≠ 0, γ1 ≠ 0, and γ2 ≠ 0 with P >

0.05)
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3.7.2 Capital and Risk

Previous research revealed mixed results on the relationship between capital and risk. On

the one side, some researchers imply that the capital increases the risk, where others feel

that capital reduces the risk. Recently Fatnassi et al. (2014), Gosh (2014), Abba et al.

(2013), Iannotta et al. (2007) found a significant positive relationship between capital and

risk whereas Altunbas et al (2007) and Agusman et al. (2008)  found capital are

negatively related to risk. Both controversial results are correct based on “moral hazard

hypothesis” whereby utilize existing constant interest rate scheme on deposit (flat deposit

insurance scheme). As a result, the relationship between capital and risk is required to

study. The hypothesis is

H20: Capital has no relationship with risk on Commercial banks in Thailand (β2 =0,

andγ2 = 0)

H2a: Capital has relationship with risk on Commercial banks in Thailand (β2 ≠ 0,

and/or γ2 ≠ 0).

3.7.3 Capital and Profitability

The relationship between capital and profitability is also ambiguous. The results are

varied in natures. Higher capital asset ratio (CAR) makes higher return on equity (ROE):

mentioned in Iannotta et al. (2007); is also supported by Berger and Bouwman (2013),

Mehran and Thakor (2011), Allen et al.(2011), Naceur and Omran (2011)and while

others examine that a negative relationship between the capital assets ratio and

profitability: mentioned in Altunbas et al.(2007); Goddard et al. (2010). The controversial

result rises following hypothesis for commercial banks in Thailand.
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H30: Capital has no relationship with profitability on Commercial banks in

Thailand (α2 = 0 and γ1 = 0)

H3a: Capital has relationship with profitability on Commercial banks in Thailand

(α2≠ 0 and/or γ1≠0)

3.7.4 Risk and Profitability

There is number of study done by different researcher for credit risk and profitability in

different country. The most of the results show that the relationship between bank

profitability and risk are positively related. In this study, author tries to find the

relationship between risk and profitability for commercial banks in Thailand. Therefore,

there is one hypothesis based on the literature review and objectives of thesis.

H40: Risk has no relationship with profitability for commercial banks in Thailand.

(α1 = 0 and β1 = 0)

H4a: Risk has relationship with profitability for commercial banks in Thailand. (α1

≠ 0 and/or β1 ≠ 0)

3.7.5 Bank specific variables, Capital, Risk and Profitability

There are some Bank specific variables (BSVs) which also affect the relationship

between capital, risk and profitability directly or indirectly. As present literature review,

the most important bank specific variables that will be used in this thesis work are Bank

Size  (LTA),  Loan  ratio  (NLTA),  Loan  to  deposit  ratio  (LTD)  and  operating  efficiency

(OER). Thesis expected that, some of them have positively impacts on risk and

profitability whereas some of them have negative impact. Therefore, to reveal the impacts
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of bank specific variables on risk, profitability and capital of Thailand’s commercial

banks, following hypothesis has made.

H50: Bank specific Variables (Bank Size (LTA). Loan to deposit ratio (LTD), loan rate

(NLTA) and operating efficiency (OER)) have Impact on Profitability. (α3j ≠ 0 where

j= 1 to 4)

H5a: Bank specific Variables (Bank Size (LTA). Loan to deposit ratio (LTD), loan rate

(NLTA) and operating efficiency (OER)) have no Impact on Profitability. (α3j =

0where j= 1 to 4)

3.7.6 Macroeconomic Variables, Capital, Risk and Profitability

In this research, six proxies for macro-economic determinants: Inflation rate (INF),

Exchange rate (EXR), Real GDP growth rate (RGDP), Interest Rate (INR), Federal fund

rate (FFR) and Recent Subprime financial crisis dummy (SCD)are considered. Some of

these variables are common to other researchers as well, whereas Federal fund rate

effects on Thailand commercial banks could not find in recent literature. Therefore, this

study explores the impact of macroeconomic variables on profitability and risk. Some

macroeconomic variables effects positively while some have negative impact. Therefore

based on the previous study, following hypothesis are proposed to analyze

macroeconomic variables impact on the capital, risk and profitability for commercial

banks in Thailand.
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H60: Macroeconomic Variables (real GDP growth rate, inflation, interest, and

exchange rate) have influence on profitability of commercial Banks in Thailand. (α4j

≠ 0 where j= 1 to 4)

H6a: Macroeconomic Variables (real GDP growth rate, inflation, interest, and

exchange rate) have no influence on profitability of commercial Banks in Thailand.

(α4j = 0where j= 1 to 4)

H70: Federal Fund rate has impact on profitability and Risk of Commercial Banks

in Thailand. (α4j ≠ 0 and β4j ≠ 0 where j = 5)

H7a: Federal Fund rate has impact on profitability and Risk of Commercial Banks

in Thailand. (α4j = 0 and β4j = 0 where j = 5)

H80: Subprime financial Crisis has no impact on profitability of Commercial Banks

in Thailand. (α4j = 0 where j = 6).

 H8a: Subprime financial Crisis has impact on profitability of Commercial Banks in

Thailand. (α4j ≠ 0 where j = 6).
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CHAPTER 4

                     RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Data Analysis

In this study the total 17 variables were used, These variables were categories into five

different types: profitability indicators, risk indicators, capital indicators, bank specific

variables, and macro-economic variables. There were altogether357 observations used for

each variable obtained from the eleven commercial banks in Thailand. The data were

quarterly basis from period Q1/2004 to Q3/2016. The time series data were analyzed

using STATA V11 as well as SPSS-V23 program along with Microsoft Excel2013.

Different types of analysis were performed to fulfill the objectives of thesis work such as

Correlation analysis, Regression analysis, Analysis of variance (ANOVA) along with

various econometric tests. The result of analysis is present in various sub topics as

follows.

4.2 Trends of the variables

The plotted value of variables is average value of quarterly data of 11 commercial banks

of Thailand.

4.2.1 Profitability Indicator

The general trend of all three profitability indicators such ROA, ROE and NIM over the

years are shown in Figure 4.1. It can be seen that trend of all three profitability indicators

are increasing in nature from 2004 to 2006.However, subprime crisis in USA effects are
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seen from mid-2006 to 2009. In this plot, it is noticed that profitability indicator ROA

and ROE show great effect by crisis whereas profitability NIM has almost no effects. It

could be also noticed that ROA and ROE dropped by 125 % and 260 % respectively than

normal condition. In crisis period most of the commercial banks in Thailand have

negative profit. The improvement in profitability has been found after 2009 and became

positive in 2010. The profitability income margin (NIM) has not shown major change

over the years.  In general, all profitability indicators have been found stable after 2010.

Source: Financial statement of the banks

Figure 4.1 Profitability Indicator of Commercial Banks

4.2.2 Risk Indicator

The figure 4.2 shows the trends of risk indicator for commercial banks in Thailand from

period 2004- 2016. The risk indicators value plots which are shown in figure 4.2 are

normalize on the basis of higher value equal to one. It is seen that all three risk indicators

represent clearly the risk situation over assumed period. The risk indicators: variance in
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return of assets (VROA) and variance in return on equity (VROE) both decreasing in

order from 2004 to 2006 that is positive sign for commercial banks in Thailand that there

was improvement in bank performance. However, it is seen that    there was high risk

during period mid-2006 to 2009. This high risk was due to subprime financial crisis in

US and affected by many banks in world including Thailand commercial banks. Similar

indication has been seen by Loan loss Provisions to total loans ratio (LLR) risk indicator.

It is noticed that there has been reduction in risk level after 2010.

Source: Financial statement of the bank

Figure 4.2 Risk Indicator of Commercial banks

4.2.3 Capital Indicator

The Capital ratio (CAR = Assets/Equity) trend graph shown in Figure 4.3. It is seen that

the CAR value increase from 2004 to 2010 but there is no capital ratio change due to

subprime financial crisis (2007-2009) in USA Moreover; it is good sign that banks

utilizing the assets effectively.
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Figure 4.3: Capital Indicator of commercial banks

4.2.4 Bank Specific Variables

The Figure 4.4 shows the trend of bank specific variable such as Bank size (LTA), Loan

to deposit ratio (LTD), Loan ratio (NLTA) and Operating efficiency (OER).it is seen that

bank size increases linearly but with lower rate. The operating efficiency graph

unpredicted due to variance in operating cost and total income. During subprime financial

crisis 2007-2009, banks were reduced their operating efficiency i.e. during that period

banks have high operating cost compare to income. The loan rate (NLTA) has increased

over years except little drop during crisis period. The bank variable, loan to deposit

(LTD) ratio has been seen continuously increasing from period 2004 to 2016. There are

two signs generally seen if LTD value high profitability and Risk. So it is aware that

there is chance of default if bank credit risk management seen poor.
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Figure 4.4 Bank Specific Variables

4.2.5 Macroeconomic Variables

The Figure 4.5 shows the plot of five external variables as control variable. The four

external variables are country specific such as policy interest rate (INR), Exchange rate

(EXR), Inflation rate (INF) and Real GDP growth rate (RGDP) whereas Fed fund rate

(FFR) is international external variables. The trend of all external variable is seen that

quite fluctuation in nature over period 2004 to 2016.
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Source: Financial Statement of the bank (years’)

Figure 4.5 Macroeconomic Variables

4.3 Descriptive statistics

The Table 4.1below shows the descriptive statistics of dependent and independent

variables used in this study. The variable data are taken from eleven commercial banks in

Thailand which is mention in Stock exchange market (SET) from the period Q1/2004 to

Q3/2016.The description of each variable is presented separately in terms of Mean,

Median, Standard Deviation, Minimum, and Maximum. The Skewness and Kurtosis

demonstrate the symmetry or lack of symmetry of distribution of data set. If Skewness

value is zero means perfect normal distribution whereas as positive value mean most of

data are right hand side from mean and negative means most of the data in left hand side

from mean. Kurtosis is measure of whether the distributions of the data are heavy-tailed

or light-tailed with respect to a normal distribution. If data have high kurtosis means
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heavy tails (outliers) whereas sets of data with low kurtosis means light tails (lack of

outliers).

It is seen from Table 4.1 that the mean value of ROA 1.18 which is in range international

standard value of ROA of 1 to 2%. Its standard deviation is 1.34thatmeansthere is

variation in data of profitability of the sampled banks whereas ROE mean is 6.67 and its

standard deviation is 12.42 and it can be seen that variation in ROE is higher compare to

ROA value. The value of Skewness and Kurtosis are 2.26 and 8.35 which mean data of

ROA is assume to symmetrical and also data contains some outlier. The similar

description is noticed from Table 4.1 for rest of variables.

Table 4.1 Descriptive Statistics of dependent and independent variables

Source: Data Analysis result of STATA

Variables Mean Mediam Std. Dev. Minimum Maximum Skewness Kurtosis Obs.
ROA (%) 1.186 1.470 1.347 -6.360 3.060 -2.534 12.01 357
ROE (%) 6.675 12.42 27.95 -284.4 36.54 -5.822 47.38 357
NIM (%) 0.707 0.712 0.159 0.156 1.125 -0.379 3.667 357
VROA (%) 23.94 3.613 61.70 0.099 386.0 4.145 21.00 357
VROE (%) 92.48 3.029 245.6 0.062 1354 3.292 13.71 357
LLR (%) 6.203 5.218 4.064 2.249 25.53 2.717 11.65 357
CAR (%) 8.933 9.393 2.334 0.346 12.90 -0.907 3.816 357
NLTA(%) 65.03 66.13 7.508 35.63 83.08 -1.266 5.497 357
LTD 89.29 89.15 14.30 45.58 125.2 -0.167 3.860 357
LTA ( ln ) 13.81 13.96 0.793 11.68 14.89 -0.780 2.934 357
OER (%) 71.80 68.97 15.00 -21.54 216.7 2.487 32.89 357
FFR (%) 1.385 0.187 1.840 0.073 5.257 1.145 2.701 357
INR (%) 2.587 2.333 1.023 1.250 5.000 0.681 2.751 357
EXR (THB:1USD) 34.35 33.88 3.347 29.80 41.34 0.656 2.360 357
INF (%) 1.377 1.190 0.828 -0.477 3.003 0.194 2.419 357
RGDP (%) 3.649 3.500 3.387 -4.300 15.30 0.408 5.480 357
SCD 0.765 1.000 0.425 0.000 1.000 -1.248 2.558 357

Descriptive Statistics of used variables
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4.4 Correlations analysis result

The Table 4.2 shows that correlations coefficient between the dependents variables.

There  are  three  profitability  indicators:  Return  on  assets  ,  Return  on  Equity   and  Net

Interest income, and three Risk indicators: Variance in ROA (VROA) , Variance in ROE

(VROE) and Loan Loss reserve ratio (LLR) and One Capital Indicator : Capital rate

(CAR). There is significantly negative relationship between all profitability indicators

and risk indicators, whereas relationship between Profitability and Capital indicators are

significantly positive correlated and Risk and Capital negatively correlated. It can be

noticed that the correlation between profitability, Risk and Capital indicators are

statistically significant and itis concluded that profitability indicators and risk indicators

and bank capital have strong relationship each other. Table 4.3 shows the correlation

among the independent variables.

Table 4.2 The Correlations of Dependent Variables

The correlation coefficients of independent variables in Table 4.3 represent relationship

among the variables. It can be also noticed from table 4.3 that the presence of high

multicollinearity problem between independent variables. The independent variables

which have multicollinearity problems are generally detected based on high correlation

ROA ROE NIM VROA VROE LLR CAR
ROA 1
ROE 0.7900*** 1
NIM 0.3729*** 0.1631*** 1

VROA -0.6555*** -0.4673*** -0.3241*** 1
VROE -0.5164*** -0.6728*** -0.1084** 0.4795*** 1
LLR -0.4264*** -0.3450*** -0.5556*** 0.3856*** 0.3323*** 1
CAR 0.5881*** 0.5083*** 0.4613*** -0.2910*** -0.4750*** -0.4804*** 1

*,** and *** represent 10%,5% and 1% statistical significance level respectively.
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coefficients (± 0.70 and higher). From table 4.3, it can be observed that there are two pair

of independent variables which have correlation coefficient higher than 0.7. The first pair

is net loan to total assets (NLTA) and net loan to deposit (LTD) and second pair is policy

interest rate (INR) of Thailand and Federal fund rate (FFR). Therefore, there is

probability of multicollinearity problem between those variables. Hence, multicollinearity

test will be needed to confirm the whether it is problem or not. The multicollinearity (also

collinearity) test is shown in TableA.1, A.2 and A.3.

Table 4.3 The Correlations of Independent Variables

The Table 4.4 shows the correlations coefficient between the dependents variables and

independent variables. The correlation coefficients between dependent variables and

independent variables have directional and statistically greatness. The result showsthat

there is positively significant correlation between the profitability indicator variables:

return on assets (ROA), return on equity (ROE) and Net interest margin (NIM) with

independent variables: loan ratio (NLTA), loan to deposit ratio (LTD), Bank size (LTA)

whereas operating efficiency (OER), Federal fund rate (FFR) and interest rate (INR)

shows significantly negative relation profitability (ROA, ROE and NIM).Moreover,

exchange rate shows negatively relationships with ROA and NIM whereas positively

NLTA LTD LTA OER FFR INR EXR INF RGDP
NLTA 1
LTD 0.7475*** 1
LTA 0.3129*** 0.1680*** 1
OER -0.3096*** -0.1883*** -0.5281*** 1
FFR -0.0745  -0.4031*** -0.2050*** 0.1917*** 1
INR -0.0386  -0.2381*** -0.1432*** 0.1284** 0.7033*** 1
EXR -0.0602  -0.4129*** -0.1842*** 0.0512  0.5361*** 0.1484*** 1
INF 0.0383 0.0731 -0.0004 0.0427  0.1993*** 0.4841*** -0.1569*** 1

RGDP -0.0161  -0.1209** -0.0745 -0.0037  0.2394*** 0.2021*** 0.1302** -0.1094** 1
*,** and *** represent 10%,5% and 1% statistical significance level respectively.
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with  ROE but  not  significant.  Real  GDP growth  rate  negatively  affects  the  profitability

whereas inflation factor shows positive effects on profitability but value are insignificant.

Table 4.4 The Correlations between Dependent and Independent Variables

Moreover, it is observed that the risk indicator variables: VROA, VROE and loan loss

provision  to  total  loan  (LLR)  with  NLTA,  LTD  LTA  are  significantly  negative

correlated.  Where,  OER,  FFR,  INR  and  EXR  have  positive  relationship  with  risk

indicator (VROA, VORE and LLR). It can be also seen inflation rate (INF) and real GDP

growth rate have negative relationship with Risk. Furthermore, there is also a significant

correlation between capital rate (CAR) and all independent variables: net loan to total

assets ratio (NLTA) and operating efficiency (OER), FFR, INR, EXR, INF and RGDP. It

could be concluded that the bank specific variables and macroeconomic variables have

important effects on the estimation of the models by regression analysis.

ROA ROE NIM VROA VROE LLR CAR

NLTA 0.2838*** 0.4241*** 0.4844*** -0.1498*** -0.4364*** -0.6249*** 0.4156***

LTD 0.2589*** 0.3346*** 0.5720*** -0.1631*** -0.3531*** -0.6568*** 0.4843***

LTA 0.5658*** 0.4106*** 0.1872*** -0.3380*** -0.4509*** -0.4247*** 0.5968***

OER -0.6068*** -0.4250*** -0.3673*** 0.4310*** 0.3326*** 0.3503*** -0.4581***

FFR -0.2517*** -0.2240*** -0.1089** 0.1329** 0.0617 0.3211*** -0.3146***

INR -0.1482*** -0.1822*** -0.0265 0.0421 0.0164 0.1699*** -0.2551***

EXR -0.1117** 0.0081 -0.3396*** 0.1654*** 0.0423 0.5056*** -0.3143***

INF 0.083 0.0073 0.1157** -0.1194** -0.0695 -0.1072** -0.0347

RGDP -0.0535 -0.0159 -0.0784 -0.0372 -0.0915 * 0.1213** -0.094 *

*,** and *** represent 10%,5% and 1% statistical significance level respectively.
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4.5 Econometrics Tests Result

4.5.1 Multicollinearity test

Mutli-colineartiy problem exists when two or more independents variables are correlated

and give positive similar information in given equation. In this situation, the coefficient

estimation has greater changes in values and shows problem in response if there is small

change in the model or data. The result of high multi-collinearity are increased the

standard error of β and reduced reliability, as consequence the obtained results are often

controversial, confusing and misleading. The Collinearity detection is carried out by

calculating variance influence factor (VIF) and Tolerance value (TV) which is reciprocal

of VIF (TV=1/VIF) of two variables. The Kurawa, Gabba, (2010) shows that if TV is less

than 0.2 (or VIF is greater than 5) then there is multicollinearity problem in equation

whereas Sabari,J. (2010) shows that if TV is less than 0.1 (or VIF is greater than 10) then

there is definitely multicollinearity problem in equation.

In this study, it is observed from correlations analysis of independent variables (Table

4.3) that there is chance of multicollinearity problem in NLTA and LTD and also

between Federal Fund rate (FFR) and policy Interest rate (INR) in Thailand. Therefore, to

check the collinearity, there are nine set of test were performed and results are shown in

Table 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. It can be seen that in every different model there is VIF value of

NLTA and  LTD is  greater  than  5  whereas  VIF value  of  FFR and  INR are  less  than  5.

Therefore, there is multicollinearity problem in variables NLTA and LTD whereas FFR

and INR are free from multicollinearity.it can be said that either NLTA or LTD have to

remove form regression analysis. However, based on the correlation analysis of
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dependent and independent variables Table 4.4 it can be seen that  NLTA is more

significant than LTD to generate the result. Therefore, LTD can be dropped before

performing regression analysis.

Table 4.5 Multicollinearity Diagnostics Profitability Model Variables

4.5.2 Unit Root test

The augmented Dickey–Fuller test (ADF) test is used to check whether the selected

variables have unit root (Null Hypothesis) or variables are stationary (H1: Alternating

Hypothesis) in a time series sample. The augmented Dickey–Fuller (ADF) is used for

negative number. The more negative means rejection of null hypothesis is stronger.

This study addresses the relationship between profitability, risk and capital, variables by

introducing three simultaneously equation model. If the variables are not in the same

integration level then obtained result could be spurious relationships between them.

Independent
Variables  VIF TV=1/VIF  VIF TV=1/VIF  VIF TV=1/VIF

VROA 1.45 0.690 - - - -
VROE - - 1.68 0.595 - -
LLR - - - - 3.12 0.320
CAR 2.19 0.456 2.29 0.437 2.20 0.455
LTD 5.79 0.173 5.72 0.175 5.72 0.175
NLTA 4.45 0.225 4.55 0.220 5.37 0.186
LTA 2.28 0.439 2.34 0.427 2.30 0.434
OER 1.73 0.577 1.55 0.645 1.59 0.628
FFR 4.12 0.243 4.06 0.246 4.25 0.235
INR 3.04 0.329 3.05 0.328 3.08 0.324
EXR 2.38 0.420 2.49 0.402 2.80 0.357
INF 1.62 0.619 1.61 0.621 1.61 0.622
RGDP 1.35 0.740 1.35 0.741 1.38 0.725
SCD 4.86 0.206 4.61 0.217 4.64 0.215
Mean VIF: 2.94 2.94 3.17

Model F1 Model F2 Model F3
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Additionally, it has to be examined before using the regression analysis that whether the

variables are stable or not over selected time period. Therefore, in order to test the

integration level of these variables, thesis ran three types of alternating hypothesis of

Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) tests:ADF with a Intercept but without a Trend, ADF

with no Intercept and no Trend, and ADF with both a Intercept and a Trend.

The table 4.6 shows Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) for the integration level of the

variables included in the regressions. The rejection of null hypothesis is based on

MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values shown in table. Number of lags was determined

by Schwartz Information Criterion (SIC).It can be seen that almost all the variables in

level are stationary by the ADF's unit root test.

Table 4.6 Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) unit root test

Independent
Variables  VIF TV=1/VIF  VIF TV=1/VIF  VIF TV=1/VIF

VROA 1.45 0.690 - - - -
VROE - - 1.68 0.595 - -
LLR - - - - 3.12 0.320
CAR 2.19 0.456 2.29 0.437 2.20 0.455
LTD 5.79 0.173 5.72 0.175 5.72 0.175
NLTA 4.45 0.225 4.55 0.220 5.37 0.186
LTA 2.28 0.439 2.34 0.427 2.30 0.434
OER 1.73 0.577 1.55 0.645 1.59 0.628
FFR 4.12 0.243 4.06 0.246 4.25 0.235
INR 3.04 0.329 3.05 0.328 3.08 0.324
EXR 2.38 0.420 2.49 0.402 2.80 0.357
INF 1.62 0.619 1.61 0.621 1.61 0.622
RGDP 1.35 0.740 1.35 0.741 1.38 0.725
SCD 4.86 0.206 4.61 0.217 4.64 0.215
Mean VIF: 2.94 2.94 3.17

Model F1 Model F2 Model F3
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4.5.3 Heteroskedasticity

The heteroscedastic terms is taken from Ancient Greek hetero which means different

whereas skedasis means dispersion. The heteroscedasticity is opposite of

homoscedasticity.The Heteroskedasticity problem occurs when the variance of the

distribution of error terms are not constant for each observation or range of observations

(Studenmund, 2011).The existence of heteroscedasticity is a major problem in the

application of OLS regression analysis as well as analysis of variance (ANOVA).

 Generally, if there is ordinary least square (OLS) estimation, white test has to perform

for heteroscedasticity, in this approach regression is carried out with the squared residuals

as the dependent variable with Chi-square distribution test. However, this thesis work has

used Seemingly Unrelated Regressions (SUR) model by a two-step estimation method to

obtain the relationship between profitability, Risk and Capital by using three

simultaneous equations. This eliminates the heteroscedasticity problem.

If cross error terms of SUR models are not correlated, three equations can be estimated

separately by least squares (OLS).That means there is no advantage to SUR estimation.

To test, whether there are advantages (Free from heteroscedasticity problem) to use SUR

model  or  not.  It  suggested  to  run  a  useful  test  is  called  Breusch-Pagan  test  of

independence which is available in STATA software. The null hypothesis of this test

shows no correlation between errors terms (residuals) and its alternating hypothesis

presumes correlation between error terms. Therefore, The Breusch-Pagan test of

independence test is carried out each of the regression model separately presented in
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regression Table A.3 - A.11in Appendix A. It can be observed that all regression models

are free from heteroskedalsticity problem with greater precision in estimator by using of

SUR method.

4.5.4 Test of Autocorrelation (Serial Correlation)

The autocorrelation is the correlation between values of variables at different time,

different panel, or different time lag. If there is no relationship between error terms of

different periods means no-serial correlation. In time-series sense it is known as no

autocorrelation. There is some relation between the error terms across observations

(covariance=0) especially occurs in time series data and results are misleading.

Therefore, in this study, The Durbin-Watson test is used for autocorrelation, It determines

whether the correlation between adjacent error terms is zero or not. The null hypothesis

is: there is no serial correlation between error terms (error term in one period is unrelated

with the error term in the previous period) whereas as alternating hypothesis is there is

serialcorrelation. The test of serial correlations is presented in regression Table A.3-

A.11.It can be seen from result that there is no serial correlation presented in model.

4.5.5 Test of Hausman

A fixed effects model is one that it assumes to be determined without error whereas

random effects are assumed to have variable value from large population model.

Generally, In ANOVA and regression analysis used independent variables are fixed. In

these study only eleven commercial banks of Thailand used and this study result could be

only applied for Thailand commercial banks. That means this study is fixed effect model.

The null hypothesis for the fixed-effect model is that there is zero effect in every study
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whereas null hypothesis for the random-effects model is that the mean effect is zero.

Therefore it is necessary to find out whether models are fixed effects or random effects.

This can be generally performed using Durbin–Wu–Hausman test (simply called

Hausmantest) where the null hypothesis: random effects is best model whereas

alternative hypothesis: fixed effects model is the best. The Hausman test results are

shown in regression Table A.3 - A.11. It is observed that most of model  are fixed effects

model.

4.5.6 Restricted F-Test

The  F-test  is  used  in  this  analysis  to  find  whether  the  expected  values  of  dependent

variable within various already defined groups differ from each other. This test simply

gives that if any variable within the group of independent variables are jointly significant.

Thesis used the linear F-statistic to decide whether or not which have the null hypothesis

H0: The reduced model is used whereas alternative hypothesis HA: The full model is

used. F-test result is also presented along with regression Table A.3-A.11. It can be seen

that there is no any restriction in models.

4.5.7 R2-Test

The R2 measures the overall fit of data in regression equation which is called coefficient

of determination or coefficient of multiple determination for multiple regression. R2 is

simply the ratio of the explained variance to total variance. R-square lies between 0 and

1. In general, higher the R-squared means better fit your data in the model. However, it is

not necessary; one can still draw the important conclusion if predictors are statistically

significant.R-square value for each model have presented in regression TableA.3 - A.11.
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It can be seen that the R-square value for profitability models have range from 0.44 –

0.63, Risk model has (0.32-0.66) and capital model has (0.50-0.52).it is concluded that

although, the value of R-square is little bit low, but give important conclusion because

most of the predictors used in the models are statically significant.

4.6 Regressions analysis result

In this study, regression analysis is based on five categories of variable: Profitability

indicator variables (ROA, ROE, and NIM), Risk Indicator variables (VROA, VROE, and

LLR), Capital Indicator variable (CAR), Bank Specific variables (LTA, NLTA, and

OER) and Macroeconomic variables (INR, EXR, INF, RGDP, FFR, and SCD). Based on

the selected variables and required simultaneous equation to establish the relationship

between  Profitability,  Risk  and  Capital,  This  Study  made  27  set  of  equations.  Each

equation contain one proxy of profitability,  one proxy of Risk at  time and the variables

such as capital variable ,all bank specific variables and all macroeconomic variables was

common to every equations. Therefore, study ran seemingly unrelated regression (SUR)

for nine models (three equations in each model)differently along with some econometric

tests like Hauseman test, Restricted F-test, Autocorrelations test, correlations of residual

and Breusch-Pagan test of independence. Hence, the study has nine models for each

indicator:  profitability,  Risk  and  Capital.  The  results  of  SUR  analysis  for  each  model

separately are shown in Table A.3- A.11 in Appendix A. The summary of each model is

shown below in Table 4.7 – 4.9.
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Discussion: Relationship between Profitability, Risk and Capital

It can be observed from table 4.7 that all nine Profitability models are exist and result is

confirmed  by  significant  level  of  econometric  tests.  In  general,  the  effects  of  the

independent variables have significantly impact on profitability and it is observed that

each model has general meaning. As seen that all profitability proxy ROA, ROE and

NIM  as  dependent  variables  are  positively  and  significantly  related  to  Capital.  The

positive relationship between profitability ROA and capital is consistent with Berger and

Bouwman (2013) and Lee and Hsieh (2013),Naceur and Omran (2011) findings and the

positive relationship between profitability ROE and capital is consistent with Ayaydin et

al., 2014 ,Lee and Hsieh (2013) Goddard et al., (2010) and Altunbas et al.(2007) result.

Moreover, there is also positive relationship between NIM and Capital is confirmed by

Ayaydin et al., 2014, Iannotta et al., (2007), Schreiber et al. (2008) findings.

Table 4.7  Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) of Profitability Model

From past literature it is seen that relationship between capital and profitability are

controversial and possible as well.  According to Expected Bankruptcy Costs Hypothesis

(EBCH) states that, the bank whose capital is below optimum level then increase in

ROA ROA ROA ROE ROE ROE NIM NIM NIM
VROA - 0.007***   -   - - 0.124*** -   - - 0.001***   -   -
VROE   - - 0.001***   -   - - 0.018***   -   - 0.001***   -
LLR   -   - - 0.159***   - - - 0.750   -   - - 0.018***
CAR 0.302*** 0.268*** 0.349*** 6.503*** 3.547*** 7.148*** 0.034*** 0.045*** 0.037***
NLTA - 0.011** - 0.028*** - 0.061*** 0.655*** - 0.031 0.384** 0.006*** 0.009*** 0.001
LTA 0.062 0.043 0.031 - 2.682 - 5.360** - 1.989 - 0.079*** - 0.055*** - 0.086***
OER - 0.006** - 0.027*** - 0.022*** 0.183** - 0.182** - 0.140 - 0.002** - 0.003*** - 0.002***
FFR - 0.185*** - 0.095** - 0.129** - 4.031** - 3.678** - 2.119** 0.014** 0.030*** 0.014**
INR 0.162** 0.068 0.195** 2.370 0.396 1.455 - 0.003 - 0.008 0.006
EXR 0.121*** 0.056** 0.159*** 3.267*** 2.079*** 2.648*** - 0.012*** - 0.016*** - 0.004
INF 0.113** 0.171** 0.144** 0.628 1.578 1.497 0.007 0.011 0.007
RGDP - 0.005 - 0.019 0.002 0.002 - 0.326 - 0.129 - 0.002 - 0.002 - 0.001
SCD - 0.140 0.269** 0.420** 2.467 - 0.034 14.12*** - 0.053** 0.050** - 0.029
_CONS - 5.131*** - 0.216 - 2.142 - 179.7*** 1.100 - 144.2*** 1.636*** 1.121*** 1.881***
Adj. R 0.630 0.557 0.535 0.441 0.527 0.408 0.452 0.443 0.445

Indp.Var.
 Profitability Models Dependent Variable

+ve = positive,-ve = Negative, S* ,S**,S*** = Statistical Significant level 10% ,5%, 1% , otherwise Not Significant
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capital reduces the deposits requirements. Consequently, profitability ROA numerator net

income increase more than the rise in capital (assets) which is denominator of ROA.

Therefore, there is possibility to get a positive relationship between profitability and

capital. Contrary, the bank whose capital above its optimum level then any increase in

capital reduces required interest rate on deposits (lower interest rate on deposits),

consequently, one could expect negative relationship between profitability and Capital. In

general, EBCH suppose for well-capitalize and under capitalize bank where ROA is

affected by deposits and loan but not commissions as operational activity. Therefore, it is

concluded that Thailand commercial bank capital have below optimal level and banks can

earn more profit if banks increase their capital up to optimal level.

Table4.8  Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) of Risk Model

The relationship between profitability and risk are ambiguous. The relationship shows

positive or negative depend on type of risk indicator and its predictors. It is observed that

Among the other risk indicators: LLR and variance in ROA (VROA) is significantly

negative relationship with profitability indicators (NIM, ROA, and ROE). Which reject

study expectations but this relationship is consistent with Ayaydin et al.(2014),Sufian

VROA VROA VROA VROE VROE VROE LLR LLR LLR
ROA - 95.38***   -   - - 371.4***   -   - - 1.128*** -   -
ROE   - - 2.971***   -   - - 32.07***   -   - - 0.010   -
NIM   -   - - 333.6***   -   - 4197.***   - - - 7.701***
CAR 21.32*** 10.64** 3.030 - 133.1*** - 55.17** - 335.7*** 0.372*** 0.125 0.288***
NLTA - 0.552 2.612** 2.798** - 37.61*** - 11.05** - 63.64*** - 0.303*** - 0.286*** - 0.240***
LTA 9.712 - 7.549 - 29.68** - 108.0 - 177.4** 77.13 - 0.377** - 0.608** - 1.121***
OER 0.080 2.179*** 1.768*** - 12.47** - 8.292** 11.12** - 0.002 0.029** 0.008
FFR - 22.82*** - 22.96*** - 10.51** - 122.9** - 156.7** - 203.8*** - 0.524*** - 0.487** - 0.295**
INR 16.67** 12.24 7.504 - 23.61 - 33.41 12.71 0.800*** 0.749*** 0.660**
EXR 13.36*** 14.43*** 3.127 6.991 51.07** 62.85** 0.700*** 0.667*** 0.520***
INF 8.089 - 3.419 - 4.743 59.31 47.22 - 46.18 0.016 - 0.161 - 0.098
RGDP - 0.066 0.924 0.772 - 14.46 - 15.06 2.421 0.069 0.087** 0.071**
SCD - 43.78** - 55.28*** - 103.3*** - 623.8*** - 358.3** - 810.4*** - 0.358 - 0.884** - 1.099**
_CONS - 581.1*** - 701.2*** 327.9** 7207*** 3591** 1380 3.886 6.446 21.15***
Adj. R 0.453 0.352 0.325 0.434 0.521 0.396 0.662 0.662 0.662
+ve = positive,-ve = Negative, S* ,S**,S*** = Statistical Significant level 10% ,5%, 1% , otherwise Not Significant

Indp.Var.
 Risk Models Dependent Variable
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(2011) findings. The relationship with another risk indicator-Variance in ROE (VROE)

and Profitability indicators (ROA and ROE) have significantly negative connection

whereas VROE has positive connection with Profitability NIM. In general, the impact of

bank risks in Thailand has a negative relationship with profitability with statistically

significant. It means higher risk shows lower profitability level. Therefore, the results

imply that Thailand bank should focus on risk management, which has been seen

problematic in recent past. So it is recommended that bank should evaluate risk more

effectively and reduce the anomalies problems associated with hazardous exposure. This

relationship result is in line with Russian market discipline (Karas et al., 2010) whereas

Fungacova and Poghosyan (2011) told that, if bank is riskier i.e. banks with higher

default loan ratios then higher interest rate is required by depositors to save their assets.

Consequently, decline in interest margins and one could be expected negative

relationship between loan loss result ratio and profitability. Lee and Hsieh (2013) had

also found for 42 Asian countries banking sector significantly negative coefficient

between Risk (LLR) and Profitability (ROA and ROE).

Table 4.9  Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) of Capital Model

CAR CAR CAR CAR CAR CAR CAR CAR CAR
ROA 1.289*** 0.850*** 1.120***   -   -   -   -  -  -
ROE   -   -   - 0.043*** 0.027*** 0.042***   -  -  -
NIM   -   -   -   -   -   - 6.835*** 8.516*** 7.325***
VROA 0.007***   -   - 0.003**   -   - 0.001  -  -
VROE   - - 0.001***   -   - - 0.001**   -   - - 0.002***  -
LLR   -   - 0.169***   -   - 0.056   -  - 0.135***
NLTA 0.059*** 0.043** 0.110*** 0.025** 0.031** 0.042** 0.012 - 0.057*** 0.046**
LTA 0.569*** 0.505*** 0.643*** 0.890*** 0.849*** 0.886*** 1.370*** 0.950*** 1.447***
OER 0.001 0.007 0.010 - 0.020** - 0.016** - 0.013** - 0.003 0.011 - 0.002
FFR 0.263** 0.071 0.209** 0.208** 0.108 0.178** - 0.053 - 0.249** - 0.017
INR - 0.431** - 0.340** - 0.467** - 0.371** - 0.351** - 0.373** - 0.272** - 0.163 - 0.346**
EXR - 0.236*** - 0.157*** - 0.276*** - 0.238*** - 0.188*** - 0.244*** - 0.030 0.045 - 0.098**
INF - 0.182 - 0.164 - 0.179 - 0.065 - 0.065 - 0.076 - 0.085 - 0.105 - 0.072
RGDP - 0.001 0.001 - 0.007 - 0.009 - 0.010 - 0.009 0.002 0.004 - 0.008
SCD 0.053 - 0.732** - 0.364 - 0.207 - 0.444** - 0.423** 0.294 - 0.712** 0.355
_CONS 4.407** 4.795** 0.818 5.139** 3.874 3.841 - 13.74*** - 7.051** - 15.76***
Adj. R 0.526 0.540 0.517 0.514 0.539 0.510 0.510 0.512 0.505
+ve = positive,-ve = Negative, S* ,S**,S*** = Statistical Significant level 10% ,5%, 1% , otherwise Not Significant

Indp.Var.
Capital Models Dependent Variable
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It is observed from risk model regression that the relationship between capital and Risk

proxies: loan loss reserve rate (LLR) and variance ROA is significantly positive whereas

capital associate negative relationship with variance of ROE. It means capital increases

the LLR and VROA but decrease VROE. This result is consistent with the whole Asian

banking analyzed by Agusman et al., (2008) and Mongid et al. (2012). The positive

relationship capital and risk (Iannottaet al., (2007),Rime (2001) implies that regulators

support banks to increase their capital with taking risk is called ‘regulatory hypotheses’

whereas negative relationship between capital and risk (similar to Altunbaset al.,

(2007),Agusmanet al., (2008), Mongid et al. (2012), Ayaydin et al. (2014)) is called

‘moral hazard hypothesis’ in this case banks have strong motivation to use existing flat

deposit insurance schemesi.e. taking higher risk to get higher return on the cost of

depositors is valid. In general it is valid in case of Thailand commercial banks.

Discusion: Bank Specific Variables

It is observed from Table 4.8 that one of the bank specific variable: net loans to total

assets (NLTA) have negative as well as positive connection with bank risk indicators in

Thailand commercial bank. The negative relationship result is consistent with Flamini et

al. (2009), Agusmanet al. (2008) where risk was measured in term of Loan loss reserve

rate (LLR). Bai and Elyasiani, 2013 told that for high-risk loans the bank have to allocate

more funds to loan loss reserve as compare with less risk loan. Furthermore, Mongid et

al. (2012) examined for eight ASEAN countries including Thailand it found that NLTA is

positive and significant associated with risk taking. Higher NLTA is susceptible to higher

credit risk.  Moreover, from table 4.7, NLTA negatively affects the profitability ROA but

positively affects the ROE and NIM. It can be seen that there is positive coefficient
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associated between loan rate (Net loan/total assets ratio) and profitability ROA and ROE

whereas negative coefficient associated with Profitability (NIM).

These studies have found both positive and negative relationship between bank size

(natural logarithm of total assets) and profitability. Bank size has the positive impact on

profitability (ROA) whereas bank size has negative impact on profitability (ROE, NIM).

Both results are consistent with some other researchers. Larger bank have low interest

margin supported by Smaoui and Ben Salah (2012) in Islamic banks and Schreiber et al.

(2008) for US commercial banks. Where,Demnirguc-Kunt and Huizinga

(2000),Staikouras and Wood (2004) and Kosmidou et al. (2005) reveal that that larger

banks tend to have higher margins because large banks are relax with higher economics

of scale and provide services efficiently and cheaply than small banks which would have

a positive impact on profitability. Where, Risk is also sensitive to Bank size (SIZE). It is

observed that the coefficient for SIZE is negative and significant with Risk , It means that

big banks are relatively more capable to reduce risks than small bank by introducing

more  diversified  portfolio  and  quality  of  risk  management  especially  credit  risk

management. Furthermore, credit risk measure in terms of loan loss provision (LLR)

result provides the evidence that large banks have lower credit risk with significantly

negative coefficient. This result is in the line with Mongid et al., (2012). It is clearly seen

that Capital and Bank Size are positively and significantly connected in Thailand

commercial  banks.  Which  is  opposite  to  most  of  the  ASEAN  country  (Mongid  et  al.

2012) they found that SIZE has significant negative coefficient. Big bank in Thailand

have hold more Capital and not taking advantage from customer in term of bigger
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guarantee of failure and enjoy reputational benefits. Public confidence is much higher in

big banks than small banks and this reduces motivation for larger capital.

The operating expense to income ratio (OER) (called operating inefficiency) is

significantly negative influence on profitability indicators (ROA, ROE, and NIM). This

result is consistent with Athanasoglou et al. (2008). The operating expenses are observed

as the output of bank management and expense can be expected to be negatively related

to profitability. If there is well management of expense then one could expect to increase

operating efficiency and therefore rise in profitability. It can be also observed from

capital model that most of capital model have negative relationship between operating

inefficiency (operating expense ratio) and Capital. It means that banks with higher capital

operate more efficiently. This result is in consistent with Mongid et al., (2012), Altunbas

et al., (2007) their findings conclude that more capitalized bank operates efficiently than

banks with less capital. Well capitalized banks are better running says Berger and Young

(1997). Operating efficiency also provides provocative results with risk. Banks with

higher risk profile tend to operate more efficient than less risky banks. Higher risk means

lower operating expense. This finding is in line with Mongid et al., (2012). It makes

sense because higher risk banks try to get higher revenue at lower operating expense. Liu

and Wilson (2010) also found a negative relationship associated for all bank profitability

indicator  whether  ROA,  ROE  or  NIM  with  cost-to-income  (operating  inefficiency)  on

Japanese banks.
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Discusion: Microeconomic Variables

This study used six proxies for macro-economic variables: federal fund rate, policy

interest rate (INR), exchange rate (EXR), inflation rate, real GDP growth rate and recent

subprime financial crisis. Here, inflation rate are positively connects with profitability

(ROA,  ROE),  this  result  is  consistent  with  most  of  the  studies  Claessens  et al., 2001;

Athanasoglou et al., 2006, and Pasiouoras and Kosmidou, 2007. This study result also

shows that inflation rate is negatively effects the net interest margin (NIM) which is

consistent with Afanasieff et al. (2002) and Naceur and Kandil (2006) result. It is argues

that the effects of inflation on profitability depends largely on whether inflation is

anticipated or unanticipated. Anticipated inflation would affects the bank profitability

positively because banks adjust their interest rates accordingly within time frame so that

their revenue increase faster than cost whereas with unanticipated inflation banks does

not have ample time to adjust impact and be exposed to negative effects.

This study suggests that there is negative relationship between real GDP growth rate and

profitability but coefficients are not significant. This result is in consistent with result

revealed by Albertazzi and Gambacorta (2009), Goddard et al. (2004), but contrary with

Claeys and Vennet (2008), Flamini et al. (2009). Negative relationship with real GDP

growth rate makes sense that development in economic conditions is associated with

decrease in lending demand from financial institutions by households (borrowers) as

result negative effects on the profitability. By the other hand, increase real gross domestic

product (RGDP) implies that there is improvement in risks level in Thailand commercial

banks.
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The federal fund rate and Thailand policy interest rate act inversely. It is sobserved that

when Federal fund rate increase profitability measure in ROA and ROE decrease whereas

profitability NIM increase. Contrary, when interest rate (policy interest rate in Thailand)

increases profitability (ROA, ROE) increase whereas profitability NIM decreases. It is

also observed that The Federal Fund rate (FFR) as macroeconomic appears as one most

important determinant variable to develop the relationship between profitability, risk and

capital because surprisingly, this variable appears significant to each profitability, Risk

and capital as a bank’s performance. If US Federal Reserve wants to increase its federal

funds rate then many of country those are related with Federal Reserve Bank in world

including Thailand is affected. The US strategy is that lure the trader to borrow money in

dollars and paying low interest rate and use the borrowed money to invest in Asian

currency with higher interest rate and backed by very low investment cost. However, this

strategy would work only if the exchange rates do not change or changed in a favorable

direction. Generally, US policy rate affects baht more than others such as Japan and euro

zone. If US federal rate increases then economy is unable to make a comeback in time

and might have balance-sheet challenge as a US-dollar debtor. Greater dollar debt and

weaker baht could push us to raise the interest rate although economy might not have

fully recovered.

The exchange rate of Thailand baht with US dollar affects the profitability two ways.

There is positive relationship between exchange rate and Return on assets (ROA) and

Return on equity whereas Net interest margin is negatively affected by foreign exchange

rate. Negatively or positively effects on profitability depends on the asset value volatility
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on exchange rate. If banks have more foreign transaction and foreign operation then there

is more risk. There bank can also be affected indirectly through foreign competition

without being involved foreign transaction such as the demand for loan will be affected.

The recent subprime financial crisis (SCB) coefficient is negatively relationship with

Profitability. Slowdown in real activity increases the net provision and cost strongly in

macro-economic environment during severe recession time says Bolt et al. (2012).

Moreover, Higher capital carried bank faced more severe stock price declination during

the subprime financial crisis says Akhigbeet al. (2012).Albertazzi and Gambacorta (2009)

argue that financial crisis conditions can generate credit losses due to worsen the quality

of the loan portfolio as a result bank profit reduces whereas Acharya and Mora (2011)

told that during a financial crisis banks requiredmore deposits which lower profitability.

It can be also observed from the risk model that subprime crisis is positively related to

risk and high sensitivity towards the economic developments. Which means in general,

the risk level of the Thailand Commercial Banks is reduced after the subprime financial

crisis.

4.7 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is a group of statistical models used to compare the mean

square or variances of among groups or between groups. In general, ANOVA gives a

statistical test of whether or not the means of different groups are equal along with an F-

test for statistical significance. The null hypothesis ANOVA F-test is that all groups

(Panels) have exactly the same effect. If the probability is less than or equal to the

significance level (α = 0.05) then the null hypothesis is rejected. The result of ANOVA
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analysis are shown in Table A.14 -A.16 and presented in Appendix A. It can be seen that

all model is rejected the null hypothesis. Therefore, explanatory variables used in models

are significant to explain the dependent for group effects. However, based on significant

value among 9 models, model F1 is best. The best model from Risk model Group is

model R3 whereas model C8 represent best Model for capital.

4.8 Hypothesis test result

A hypothesis test is a type of statistical test that is used to find whether there is sufficient

evidence to accept or reject certain condition is true for the entire data. The null

hypothesis is the statement being tested whereas the alternative hypothesis is the

statement want to be concluded based on the p value and level of significance. The

hypotheses results are shown in Table 4.10 and Table A.17. The hypothesis result

presents on Table 4.10 and Table A.17 are based on seemingly unrelated regression

(SUR) analysis of Thailand commercial banks. It can be seen that the results are

consistent with thesis conjectures.
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Table 4.10 Hypothesis Test Result

Hypothesis t-student value Result

H10: Capital, Risk and Profitability are not related to each other.
(α1 = α2 = β1 = β2 = γ1 =γ2 = 0)

H1a: Capital, Risk and Profitability are significantly related to each other  .
(α1 ≠ 0, α2 ≠ 0, β1 ≠ 0, β2 ≠ 0, γ1 ≠ 0, and γ2 ≠ 0 with P > 0.05)

H20: Capital has no relationship with risk.         (β2 =0, and γ2 = 0)

H2a: Capital has relationship with risk           (β2 ≠ 0, and/or γ2 ≠ 0).

H30: Capital has no relationship with profitability  (α2 = 0 and γ1 = 0)

H3a: Capital has relationship with profitability    (α2 ≠ 0 and/or γ1≠0)

H40: Risk has no relationship with profitability     (α1 = 0 and β1 = 0)

H4a: Risk has relationship with profitability     (α1 ≠ 0 and/or β1 ≠ 0)

Hypothesis (H1-H4) for Profitability, Risk and Capital:

Ho
Rejected

Ho
Rejected

Ho
Rejected

Ho
Rejected

α1 = -.0072   α2 = 0.302    β1 =-95.38
β2 = 21.31  γ1= 1.28  γ2 =0.007
P < 0.05

β2 = 21.31  γ2 = 0.007

α2 = 0.302  and γ1 = 1.28

α1 = -0.0072  and  β1 = -95.38
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CHAPTER 5

           CONCLUSION AND RECCOMEDATION

5.1 Conclusions

The factors to determine the sound performance and its relationship is vary among the

countries. Therefore, the objective of this thesis was to evaluate the significant

determinant that influenced on bank performance and based on that determinant, establish

the relationships between three crucial determinants: Profitability, Risk and Capital of

Thailand commercial banks.

Based on the selected variables, the study developed nine different SURE models (27 sets

of  equations)  to  show  the  relationship  between  Profitability,  Risk  and  Capital.  The

empirical result is shown that there is definite relationship between Profitability, risk and

Capital in Thailand commercial bank. It is also noticed that there is statistically

significant negative relationship between the all profitability and risk indicators whereas

relationship between Profitability and Capital indicators are significantly positive

correlated and Risk and Capital negatively correlated.

From past literature it is observed that relationship between capital and profitability are

controversial and possible as well.  According to Expected Bankruptcy Costs Hypothesis

(EBCH) states that, the bank whose capital is below optimum level then increase in

capital reduces the deposits requirements. Consequently, profitability ROA numerator net

income increases more than the rise in capital (assets). Therefore, there is possibility to
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get a positive relationship between profitability and capital. Contrary, the bank whose

capital above its optimum level then any increase in capital reduces the required interest

rate on deposits (lower interest rate on deposits), consequently, one could expect negative

relationship between profitability and capital. In general, the impact of bank risks in

Thailand has a significantly negative relationship with profitability. It means higher risk

shows lower profitability level. Therefore, the results imply that Thailand bank need to

focus on risk management, which has been seen problematic in recent past.

Among three bank specific variables net loans to total assets (NLTA) negatively affects

the profitability ROA but positively affects the ROE and NIM .The  bank size affects

positively the ROA but negatively affect the ROE and NIM. Further, the operating

expenses to income ratio (OER) (called operating inefficiency) show significantly

negative influence on all profitability indicators (ROA, ROE, and NIM).

Among the six proxies for macro-economic variables, inflation rate shows significantly

positive impact on ROA and insignificant positive impact on ROE as well as NIM. Real

GDP growth rate affects the profitability negatively but shows non-significant. The

federal fund rate and Thailand policy interest rate act inversely. It is observed that when

Federal fund rate increases then the profitability (ROA and ROE) decreases whereas

profitability NIM increases. Contrary, when interest rate (policy interest rate in Thailand)

increases  then  the  profitability  (ROA,  ROE)  increases  whereas  profitability  NIM

decreases. Moreover, The Federal Fund rate (FFR) appears as one most important

macroeconomic determinants variable to develop the relationship between profitability,
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risk and capital because surprisingly, this variable appears significant to each

profitability, Risk and capital as a bank’s performance. The exchange rate of Thailand

baht  with  US dollar  affects  the  profitability  two ways:  positively  affects  ROA whereas

negatively affect the ROE and NIM.

The recent subprime financial crisis (SCB) has affected the profitability positively and

negatively. Overall profitability (ROA and ROE) were affected positively whereas

profitability NIM was affected negatively. There was high level of risk during crisis

period since the relationship coefficient between Risk and SCB have significantly

negative.

The study provides a new light on profitability, Risk and Capital determinants within the

Thailand banking industry by involving into new perspectives on determinants in the

banking industry. However, most of the results are consistent with other empirical studies

in Thailand and at large the world.

5.2 Recommendations

Based on the study of commercial banks in Thailand, Following recommendation has

been made.

Ø It is recommended for bank shareholders and Regulators that there is more chance

to earn from bank as per Expected Bankruptcy Costs Hypothesis (EBCH) if capital

asset ratio has increased up to optimal level.
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Ø The impact of bank risks has seen negative relationship with profitability with

statistically significant. It means higher risk shows lower profitability level. Therefore,

the results imply that Thailand bank should focus on risk management, which has been

seen problematic in recent past. So it is recommended that bank should evaluate risk

more effectively and reduce the anomalies problems associated with hazardous

exposure.

Ø Operational efficiency is one crucial factor reducing profit in the sector so it is

recommended that the cost management policy should effectively evaluate to control

their levels of Operational expenses.

Ø It  is  recommended from study  result  that  study  use  different  profitability  (Risk)

indicators in different pattern with capital and emerge important policy implications

that the authorities should realize on result based on the single profitability or single

risk indicator may policy decision/information misleading.

Ø This study used data of only 11 commercial banks among the 30 commercial

banks in Thailand because of data collection of all commercial banks are quite difficult

in short time. Therefore this study suggests that used almost all commercial bank to see

the better picture on result. Furthermore, BOT and SET did not provide all necessary

information as an individual financial statement will provide so if possible then try to

collect individual financial statement otherwise SET is best option.
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Ø As it  can be seen in result  that  study get maximum r2 = 0.67,  which means that

only 67% of the total variation in dependent variables can be explained by the linear

relationship with selected independent variables  and 33 % of the total variation

remains unexplained. Therefore this study suggests that used more variables to get

higher value of r square.
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APPENDIX A

Table A.0.1 Multicollinearity Diagnostics Risk Model Variables

Table A.0.2 Multicollinearity Diagnostics Capital Model Variables

Independent
Variables  VIF TV=1/VIF  VIF TV=1/VIF  VIF TV=1/VIF

ROA 2.22 0.451 - - - -
ROE - - 1.73 0.578 - -
NIM - - - - 2.03 0.494
CAR 2.43 0.412 2.39 0.418 2.27 0.440
LTD 5.72 0.175 5.76 0.174 6.05 0.165

NLTA 4.42 0.226 4.62 0.217 4.43 0.226
LTA 2.34 0.427 2.28 0.439 2.34 0.427
OER 1.81 0.551 1.58 0.633 1.76 0.567
FFR 4.08 0.245 4.11 0.243 4.28 0.234
INR 3.04 0.329 3.04 0.329 3.05 0.328
EXR 2.48 0.403 2.59 0.386 2.58 0.387
INF 1.65 0.607 1.62 0.617 1.61 0.621

RGDP 1.35 0.741 1.35 0.741 1.35 0.739
SCD 4.42 0.226 4.46 0.224 4.37 0.229

Mean VIF: 3.00 2.96 3.01

Model R1 Model R2 Model R3

Independent
Variables  VIF  1/VIF  VIF  1/VIF  VIF  1/VIF

ROA 2.88 0.347 - - - -
ROE - - 2.26 0.442 - -
NIM - - - - 2.00 0.499

VROA 2.09 0.479 - - - -
VROE - - 2.30 0.436 - -
LLR - - - - 3.20 0.313
LTD 5.47 0.183 5.31 0.188 5.79 0.173

NLTA 4.45 0.225 4.55 0.220 5.37 0.186
LTA 2.11 0.475 1.96 0.510 1.85 0.541
OER 1.83 0.547 1.55 0.647 1.75 0.571
FFR 4.21 0.238 4.16 0.240 4.41 0.227
INR 3.00 0.333 3.01 0.332 3.05 0.327
EXR 2.42 0.413 2.52 0.397 2.90 0.344
INF 1.64 0.611 1.62 0.619 1.61 0.622

RGDP 1.35 0.740 1.35 0.739 1.38 0.724
SCD 4.90 0.204 4.60 0.217 4.67 0.214

Mean VIF: 3.03 2.93 3.17

Model C1 Model C2 Model C3
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Table A.0.3Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) of Model 1

Table A.0.4Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) of Model 2

Variables Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value
ROA - - -95.4 0.000 1.2882 0.000
VROA -0.0072 0.000 - - 0.0069 0.000
CAR 0.3020 0.000 21.3 0.000 - -
NLTA -0.0116 0.047 -0.6 0.416 0.0589 0.000
LTA 0.0622 0.348 9.7 0.213 0.5688 0.000
OER -0.0068 0.044 0.1 0.842 0.0005 0.942
FFR -0.1858 0.000 -22.8 0.000 0.2624 0.005
INR 0.1617 0.016 16.7 0.030 -0.4305 0.002
EXR 0.1211 0.000 13.4 0.000 -0.2356 0.000
INF 0.1132 0.063 8.1 0.251 -0.1811 0.151
RGDP -0.0049 0.718 -0.1 0.967 0.0000 1.000
SCD -0.1397 0.252 -43.8 0.001 0.0520 0.838
_CONS -5.1312 0.000 -581.1 0.000 4.4060 0.096

357 357 357
0.6298 0.000 0.4530 0.000 0.5255 0.000

FE Model (0.003) FE Model (0.003) FE Model (0.003)

0.000 0.000 0.000

0.4695 0.305 0.221

Hausman Test (Prob>chi2)
Restricted test
(F-test )( P > f)

F1:ROA with VROA & CAR R1:VROA with ROA & CAREquations --->>>

Autocorelation (Durbin-
Watson )Test  (p > z)

Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SURE) of Model 1: ROA , VROA and CAR
Capital (CAR)

Adj. R-Squared (Prob>chi2)
Observations

SURE model ---->>>
 C1:CAR with ROA &VROA

Profitability (ROA) Risk (VROA)

Variables Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value
ROA - - -371.4 0.000 0.8491 0.000
VROE -0.0004 0.000 - - -0.0004 0.000
CAR 0.2674 0.000 -133.1 0.000 - -
NLTA -0.0283 0.000 -37.6 0.000 0.0424 0.001
LTA 0.0427 0.586 -108.0 0.172 0.5040 0.000
OER -0.0272 0.000 -12.5 0.002 0.0067 0.356
FFR -0.0947 0.066 -122.9 0.017 0.0706 0.443
INR 0.0676 0.381 -23.6 0.761 -0.3399 0.013
EXR 0.0559 0.005 7.0 0.730 -0.1563 0.000
INF 0.1705 0.015 59.3 0.405 -0.1634 0.195
RGDP -0.0190 0.225 -14.5 0.359 0.0001 0.996
SCD 0.2691 0.058 -623.8 0.000 -0.7319 0.004
_CONS -0.2158 0.887 7207.1 0.000 4.7947 0.077

357 357 357
0.5567 0.000 0.4343 0.000 0.5400 0.000

FE Model (0.003) FE Model (0.003) FE Model (0.003)

0.000 0.000 0.000

0.530 0.320 0.213

Observations
Adj. R-Squared (Prob>chi2)

Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SURE) of Model 2: ROA , VROE and CAR
SURE model ---->>> Profitability (ROA) Risk (VROE) Capital (CAR)

Equations --->>> F2:ROA with VROE & CAR R2:VROE with ROA & CAR C2:CAR with ROA &VROE

Restricted test
(F-test )( P > f)

Autocorelation (Durbin-
Watson )Test  (p > z)

Hausman Test (Prob>chi2)
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Table A.0.5Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) of Model 3

Table A.0.6Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) of Model 4

Variables Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value
ROA - - -1.1 0.000 1.1192 0.000
LLR -0.1587 0.000 - - 0.1681 0.000
CAR 0.3486 0.000 0.4 0.000 - -
NLTA -0.0610 0.000 -0.3 0.000 0.1093 0.000
LTA 0.0314 0.686 -0.4 0.073 0.6429 0.000
OER -0.0221 0.000 0.0 0.872 0.0097 0.182
FFR -0.1288 0.013 -0.5 0.000 0.2080 0.026
INR 0.1947 0.013 0.8 0.000 -0.4664 0.001
EXR 0.1598 0.000 0.7 0.000 -0.2757 0.000
INF 0.1435 0.042 0.0 0.937 -0.1784 0.160
RGDP -0.0023 0.883 0.1 0.101 -0.0069 0.807
SCD 0.4199 0.002 -0.4 0.335 -0.3634 0.146
_CONS -2.1428 0.143 3.9 0.321 0.8178 0.757

357 357 357
0.5347 0.000 0.6619 0.000 0.5166 0.000

FE Model (0.000) FE Model (0.000) FE Model (0.000)

0.000 0.000 0.000

0.530 0.430 0.216

Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SURE) of Model 3: ROA , LLR and CAR
SURE model ---->>> Profitability (ROA) Risk (LLR) Capital (CAR)

Adj. R-Squared (Prob>chi2)
Observations

Equations --->>> F3:ROA with LLR & CAR  R3:LLR with ROA & CAR  C3:CAR with ROA &LLR

Autocorelation (Durbin-

Hausman Test (Prob>chi2)
Restricted test
(F-test )( P > f)

Variables Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value
ROE - - -3.0 0.000 0.0425 0.000
VROA -0.1235 0.000 - - 0.0029 0.001
CAR 6.5030 0.000 10.6 0.001 - -
NLTA 0.6548 0.000 2.6 0.001 0.0242 0.057
LTA -2.6821 0.124 -7.5 0.380 0.8900 0.000
OER 0.1834 0.041 2.2 0.000 -0.0190 0.008
FFR -4.0313 0.001 -23.0 0.000 0.2078 0.029
INR 2.3694 0.176 12.2 0.154 -0.3708 0.008
EXR 3.2674 0.000 14.4 0.000 -0.2379 0.000
INF 0.6274 0.694 -3.4 0.662 -0.0645 0.617
RGDP 0.0020 0.996 0.9 0.596 -0.0084 0.770
SCD 2.4678 0.442 -55.3 0.000 -0.2060 0.434
_CONS -179.7503 0.000 -701.2 0.000 5.1387 0.063

357 357 357
0.4409 0.000 0.3517 0.000 0.5142 0.000

FE Model (0.003) FE Model (0.003) FE Model (0.003)

0.000 0.000 0.000

0.581 0.396 0.219

Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SURE) of Model 4: ROE , VROA and CAR
SURE model ---->>> Profitability (ROE) Risk (VROA) Capital (CAR)

Adj. R-Squared (Prob>chi2)
Observations

Equations --->>> F4:ROE with VROA & CAR R4:VROA with ROE & CAR C4:CAR with ROE &VROA

Autocorelation (Durbin-

Hausman Test (Prob>chi2)
Restricted test
(F-test )( P > f)
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Table A.0.7Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) of Model 5

Table A.0.8Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) of Model 6

Variables Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value
ROE - - -32.1 0.000 0.0266 0.000
VROE -0.0175 0.000 - - -0.0002 0.031
CAR 3.5474 0.000 -55.2 0.031 - -
NLTA -0.0306 0.837 -11.1 0.080 0.0305 0.018
LTA -5.3602 0.001 -177.4 0.011 0.8485 0.000
OER -0.1814 0.022 -8.3 0.015 -0.0151 0.029
FFR -3.6781 0.001 -156.7 0.001 0.1080 0.254
INR 0.3958 0.808 -33.4 0.631 -0.3506 0.012
EXR 2.0789 0.000 51.1 0.005 -0.1877 0.000
INF 1.5780 0.286 47.2 0.456 -0.0642 0.617
RGDP -0.3259 0.323 -15.1 0.285 -0.0095 0.741
SCD -0.0337 0.991 -358.3 0.004 -0.4434 0.088
_CONS 1.1003 0.972 3591.2 0.007 3.8738 0.164

357 357 357
0.5267 0.000 0.5212 0.000 0.5386 0.000

FE Model (0.000) FE Model (0.000) FE Model (0.000)

0.000 0.000 0.000

0.462 0.317 0.217

Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SURE) of Model 5: ROE , VROE and CAR
SURE model ---->>> Profitability (ROE) Risk (VROE) Capital (CAR)

Adj. R-Squared (Prob>chi2)
Observations

Equations --->>> F5:ROE with VROE & CAR R5:VROE with ROE & CAR C5:CAR with ROE &VROE

Autocorelation (Durbin-

Hausman Test (Prob>chi2)
Restricted test
(F-test )( P > f)

Variables Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value
ROE - - 0.0 0.107 0.0412 0.000
LLR -0.7500 0.107 - - 0.0557 0.116
CAR 7.1479 0.000 0.1 0.116 - -
NLTA 0.3845 0.070 -0.3 0.000 0.0417 0.010
LTA -1.9892 0.288 -0.6 0.004 0.8850 0.000
OER -0.1400 0.128 0.0 0.006 -0.0126 0.071
FFR -2.1185 0.091 -0.5 0.001 0.1778 0.062
INR 1.4547 0.442 0.7 0.000 -0.3730 0.009
EXR 2.6471 0.000 0.7 0.000 -0.2439 0.000
INF 1.4967 0.378 -0.2 0.404 -0.0759 0.556
RGDP -0.1292 0.734 0.1 0.044 -0.0088 0.761
SCD 14.1178 0.000 -0.9 0.021 -0.4227 0.100
_CONS -144.1471 0.000 6.4 0.115 3.8401 0.161

357 357 357
0.4079 0.000 0.6617 0.000 0.5101 0.000

FE Model (0.000) FE Model (0.000) FE Model (0.000)

0.000 0.000 0.000

0.550 0.430 0.215

Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SURE) of Model 6: ROE , LLR and CAR
SURE model ---->>> Profitability (ROE) Risk (LLR) Capital (CAR)

Adj. R-Squared (Prob>chi2)
Observations

Equations --->>> F6:ROE with LLR & CAR  R6:LLR with ROE & CAR  C6:CAR with ROE &LLR

Autocorelation (Durbin-

Hausman Test (Prob>chi2)
Restricted test
(F-test )( P > f)
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Table A.0.9Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) of Model 7

Table A.0.10Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) of Model 8

Variables Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value
NIM - - -333.6 0.000 6.8350 0.000
VROA -0.0004 0.000 - - 0.0008 0.361
CAR 0.0341 0.000 3.0 0.361 - -
NLTA 0.0064 0.000 2.8 0.001 0.0113 0.405
LTA -0.0792 0.000 -29.7 0.001 1.3692 0.000
OER -0.0016 0.002 1.8 0.000 -0.0020 0.787
FFR 0.0143 0.034 -10.5 0.081 -0.0520 0.591
INR -0.0029 0.771 7.5 0.404 -0.2714 0.056
EXR -0.0116 0.000 3.1 0.205 -0.0296 0.451
INF 0.0070 0.446 -4.7 0.561 -0.0850 0.514
RGDP -0.0016 0.436 0.8 0.672 0.0015 0.960
SCD -0.0530 0.004 -103.3 0.000 0.2935 0.266
_CONS 1.6358 0.000 328.0 0.076 -13.7424 0.000

357 357 357
0.4519 0.000 0.3250 0.000 0.5099 0.000

FE Model (0.000) FE Model (0.000) FE Model (0.000)

0.000 0.000 0.000

0.431 0.330 0.179

Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SURE) of Model 7: NIM , VROA and CAR
SURE model ---->>> Profitability (NIM) Risk (VROA) Capital (CAR)

Adj. R-Squared (Prob>chi2)
Observations

Equations --->>> F7:NIM with VROA & CAR R7:VROA with NIM & CAR C7:CAR with NIM &VROA

Autocorelation (Durbin-

Hausman Test (Prob>chi2)
Restricted test
(F-test )( P > f)

Variables Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value
NIM - - 4197.5 0.000 8.5157 0.000
VROE 0.0001 0.000 - - -0.0010 0.000
CAR 0.0454 0.000 -335.7 0.000 - -
NLTA 0.0091 0.000 -63.6 0.000 -0.0566 0.000
LTA -0.0545 0.000 77.1 0.330 0.9496 0.000
OER -0.0028 0.000 11.1 0.005 0.0106 0.128
FFR 0.0302 0.000 -203.8 0.000 -0.2487 0.007
INR -0.0080 0.417 12.7 0.869 -0.1628 0.229
EXR -0.0158 0.000 62.8 0.003 0.0448 0.230
INF 0.0105 0.245 -46.2 0.509 -0.1045 0.398
RGDP -0.0018 0.361 2.4 0.877 0.0034 0.902
SCD 0.0499 0.006 -810.4 0.000 -0.7117 0.004
_CONS 1.1211 0.000 1379.9 0.383 -7.0510 0.012

357 357 357
0.443 0.000 0.3955 0.000 0.5115 0.000

FE Model (0.000) FE Model (0.000) FE Model (0.000)

0.000 0.000 0.000

0.482 0.336 0.201

Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SURE) of Model 8: NIM , VROE and CAR
SURE model ---->>> Profitability (NIM) Risk (VROE) Capital (CAR)

Adj. R-Squared (Prob>chi2)
Observations

Equations --->>> F8:NIM with VROE & CAR R8:VROE with NIM & CAR C8:CAR with NIM &VROE

Autocorelation (Durbin-

Hausman Test (Prob>chi2)
Restricted test
(F-test )( P > f)
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Table A.0.11Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) of Model 9

Table A.0.12Correlation Matrix of Residual term

Variables Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value
NIM - - -7.7 0.000 7.3242 0.000
LLR -0.0182 0.000 - - 0.1348 0.000
CAR 0.0369 0.000 0.3 0.000 - -
NLTA 0.0009 0.409 -0.2 0.000 0.0457 0.005
LTA -0.0858 0.000 -1.1 0.000 1.4464 0.000
OER -0.0022 0.000 0.0 0.477 -0.0019 0.797
FFR 0.0135 0.046 -0.3 0.035 -0.0169 0.861
INR 0.0054 0.597 0.7 0.002 -0.3460 0.016
EXR -0.0036 0.239 0.5 0.000 -0.0974 0.026
INF 0.0072 0.434 -0.1 0.606 -0.0718 0.580
RGDP -0.0007 0.747 0.1 0.097 -0.0076 0.793
SCD -0.0292 0.102 -1.1 0.003 0.3542 0.159
_CONS 1.8806 0.000 21.1 0.000 -15.7627 0.000

357 357 357
0.4454 0.000 0.6616 0.000 0.5049 0.000

FE Model (0.000) FE Model (0.000) FE Model (0.000)

0.000 0.000 0.000

0.443 0.407 0.186

Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SURE) of Model 9: NIM , LLR and CAR
SURE model ---->>> Profitability (NIM) Risk (LLR) Capital (CAR)

Adj. R-Squared (Prob>chi2)
Observations

Equations --->>> F9:NIM with LLR & CAR  R9:LLR with NIM & CAR  C9:CAR with NIM &LLR

Autocorelation (Durbin-

Hausman Test (Prob>chi2)
Restricted test
(F-test )( P > f)

Profitability Risk Capital
Profitability 1
Risk 0.5675 1
Capital -0.3735 -0.1999 1

Correlation Matrix of Residual Model 1

Breusch-Pagan test of independence: chi2(3) = 179.057, Pr = 0.0000

Profitability Risk Capital
Profitability 1
Risk 0.2629 1
Capital -0.2752 0.1268 1

Correlation Matrix of Residual Model 2

Breusch-Pagan test of independence: chi2(3) =  57.455, Pr = 0.0000

Profitability Risk Capital
Profitability 1
Risk 0.2179 1
Capital -0.3479 -0.1011 1

Correlation Matrix of Residual Model 3

Breusch-Pagan test of independence: chi2(3) = 63.806, Pr = 0.0000
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Profitability Risk Capital
Profitability 1
Risk 0.3454 1
Capital -0.2928 -0.051 1

Correlation Matrix of Residual Model 4

Breusch-Pagan test of independence: chi2(3) =    74.118, Pr = 0.0000

Profitability Risk Capital
Profitability 1
Risk 0.4901 1
Capital -0.2023 0.1065 1

Correlation Matrix of Residual Model 5

Breusch-Pagan test of independence: chi2(3) = 104.412, Pr = 0.0000

Profitability Risk Capital
Profitability 1
Risk 0.0391 1
Capital -0.2947 -0.0379 1

Correlation Matrix of Residual Model 6

Breusch-Pagan test of independence: chi2(3) = 32.055, Pr = 0.0000

Profitability Risk Capital
Profitability 1
Risk 0.2019 1
Capital -0.2633 -0.0003 1

Correlation Matrix of Residual Model 7

Breusch-Pagan test of independence: chi2(3) = 39.293, Pr = 0.0000

Profitability Risk Capital
Profitability 1
Risk -0.268 1
Capital -0.3287 0.3073 1

Correlation Matrix of Residual Model 8

Breusch-Pagan test of independence: chi2(3) = 97.925, Pr = 0.0000

Profitability Risk Capital
Profitability 1
Risk 0.191 1
Capital -0.2781 -0.0791 1

Correlation Matrix of Residual Model 9

Breusch-Pagan test of independence: chi2(3) = 42.858, Pr = 0.0000
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Table A.0.13  SUR Estimation Models Result Summary

Depn. Var.
Variables Coefficient P-ValueCoefficient P-Value CoefficientP-Value Coefficient P-ValueCoefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value
VROA -0.0072 0.0000 - - - - -0.1235 0.0000 - - - - -0.0004 0.0000 - - - -
VROE - - -0.0004 0.0000 - - - - -0.0175 0.0000 - - - - 0.0001 0.0000 - -
LLR - - - - -0.1587 0.0000 - - - - -0.7500 0.1070 - - - - -0.0182 0.0000
CAR 0.3020 0.0000 0.2674 0.0000 0.3486 0.0000 6.5030 0.0000 3.5474 0.0000 7.1479 0.0000 0.0341 0.0000 0.0454 0.0000 0.0369 0.0000
NLTA -0.0116 0.0470 -0.0283 0.0000 -0.0610 0.0000 0.6548 0.0000 -0.0306 0.8370 0.3845 0.0700 0.0064 0.0000 0.0091 0.0000 0.0009 0.4090
LTA 0.0622 0.3480 0.0427 0.5860 0.0314 0.6860 -2.6821 0.1240 -5.3602 0.0010 -1.9892 0.2880 -0.0792 0.0000 -0.0545 0.0000 -0.0858 0.0000
OER -0.0068 0.0440 -0.0272 0.0000 -0.0221 0.0000 0.1834 0.0410 -0.1814 0.0220 -0.1400 0.1280 -0.0016 0.0020 -0.0028 0.0000 -0.0022 0.0000
FFR -0.1858 0.0000 -0.0947 0.0660 -0.1288 0.0130 -4.0313 0.0010 -3.6781 0.0010 -2.1185 0.0910 0.0143 0.0340 0.0302 0.0000 0.0135 0.0460
INR 0.1617 0.0160 0.0676 0.3810 0.1947 0.0130 2.3694 0.1760 0.3958 0.8080 1.4547 0.4420 -0.0029 0.7710 -0.0080 0.4170 0.0054 0.5970
EXR 0.1211 0.0000 0.0559 0.0050 0.1598 0.0000 3.2674 0.0000 2.0789 0.0000 2.6471 0.0000 -0.0116 0.0000 -0.0158 0.0000 -0.0036 0.2390
INF 0.1132 0.0630 0.1705 0.0150 0.1435 0.0420 0.6274 0.6940 1.5780 0.2860 1.4967 0.3780 0.0070 0.4460 0.0105 0.2450 0.0072 0.4340
RGDP -0.0049 0.7180 -0.0190 0.2250 -0.0023 0.8830 0.0020 0.9960 -0.3259 0.3230 -0.1292 0.7340 -0.0016 0.4360 -0.0018 0.3610 -0.0007 0.7470
SCD -0.1397 0.2520 0.2691 0.0580 0.4199 0.0020 2.4678 0.4420 -0.0337 0.9910 14.1178 0.0000 -0.0530 0.0040 0.0499 0.0060 -0.0292 0.1020
_CONS -5.1312 0.0000 -0.2158 0.8870 -2.1428 0.1430 -179.8 0.0000 1.1003 0.9720 -144.1471 0.0000 1.6358 0.0000 1.1211 0.0000 1.8806 0.0000
Adj. R 0.6298 0.0000 0.5567 0.0000 0.5347 0.0000 0.4409 0.0000 0.5267 0.0000 0.4079 0.0000 0.4519 0.0000 0.4430 0.0000 0.4454 0.0000

Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SURE) of Profitability Model Summary
F6:ROE F7:NIM F8:NIM F9: NIMF1:ROA F2:ROA F3:ROA F4:ROE F5:ROE

Depn. Var.
Variables Coefficient P-ValueCoefficient P-Value CoefficientP-Value CoefficientP-Value Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value
ROA -95.38 0.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ROE - - -2.97 0.00 - - -2.97 0.00 -32 0.00 -0.01 0.11 - - - - - -
NIM - - - - -333.58 0.00 - - - - - - -333.58 0.00 4197.52 0.00 -7.70 0.00
CAR 21.32 0.00 10.64 0.00 3.03 0.36 10.64 0.00 -55 0.03 0.12 0.12 3.03 0.36 -335.71 0.00 0.29 0.00
NLTA -0.55 0.42 2.61 0.00 2.80 0.00 2.61 0.00 -11 0.08 -0.29 0.00 2.80 0.00 -63.63 0.00 -0.24 0.00
LTA 9.71 0.21 -7.55 0.38 -29.68 0.00 -7.55 0.38 -177 0.01 -0.61 0.00 -29.68 0.00 77.13 0.33 -1.12 0.00
OER 0.08 0.84 2.18 0.00 1.77 0.00 2.18 0.00 -8 0.02 0.03 0.01 1.77 0.00 11.12 0.01 0.01 0.48
FFR -22.82 0.00 -22.96 0.00 -10.51 0.08 -22.96 0.00 -157 0.00 -0.49 0.00 -10.51 0.08 -203.79 0.00 -0.29 0.04
INR 16.67 0.03 12.24 0.15 7.50 0.40 12.24 0.15 -33 0.63 0.75 0.00 7.50 0.40 12.71 0.87 0.66 0.00
EXR 13.36 0.00 14.43 0.00 3.13 0.21 14.43 0.00 51 0.01 0.67 0.00 3.13 0.21 62.85 0.00 0.52 0.00
INF 8.09 0.25 -3.42 0.66 -4.74 0.56 -3.42 0.66 47 0.46 -0.16 0.40 -4.74 0.56 -46.18 0.51 -0.10 0.61
RGDP -0.07 0.97 0.92 0.60 0.77 0.67 0.92 0.60 -15 0.29 0.09 0.04 0.77 0.67 2.42 0.88 0.07 0.10
SCD -43.78 0.00 -55.28 0.00 -103.28 0.00 -55.28 0.00 -358 0.00 -0.88 0.02 -103.28 0.00 -810.38 0.00 -1.10 0.00
_CONS -581.07 0.00 -701.19 0.00 327.98 0.08 -701.19 0.00 3591 0.01 6.45 0.12 327.98 0.08 1379.93 0.38 21.15 0.00
Adj. R 0.453 0.000 0.352 0.000 0.325 0.000 0.434 0.000 0.521 0.000 0.396 0.000 0.662 0.000 0.662 0.000 0.662 0.000

Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SURE) of Risk Model Summary
R6:VROE R7:LLR R8:LLR R9: LLRR1:VROA R2:VROA R3:VROA R4:VROE R5:VROE
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Source: Analysis result form STATA

Depn. Var.
Variables Coefficient P-ValueCoefficient P-Value CoefficientP-Value CoefficientP-Value Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value Coefficient P-Value
ROA 1.288 0.000 0.849 0.000 1.119 0.000 - - - - - - - - - - - -
ROE - - - - - - 0.042 0.000 0.027 0.000 0.041 0.000 - - - - - -
NIM - - - - - - - - - - - - 6.835 0.000 8.516 0.000 7.324 0.000
VROA 0.007 0.000 - - - - 0.003 0.001 - - - - 0.001 0.361 - - - -
VROE - - 0.000 0.000 - - - - 0.000 0.031 - - - - -0.001 0.000 - -
LLR - - - - 0.168 0.000 - - - - 0.056 0.116 - - - - 0.135 0.000
NLTA 0.059 0.000 0.042 0.001 0.109 0.000 0.024 0.057 0.031 0.018 0.042 0.010 0.011 0.405 -0.057 0.000 0.046 0.005
LTA 0.569 0.000 0.504 0.000 0.643 0.000 0.890 0.000 0.848 0.000 0.885 0.000 1.369 0.000 0.950 0.000 1.446 0.000
OER 0.001 0.942 0.007 0.356 0.010 0.182 -0.019 0.008 -0.015 0.029 -0.013 0.071 -0.002 0.787 0.011 0.128 -0.002 0.797
FFR 0.262 0.005 0.071 0.443 0.208 0.026 0.208 0.029 0.108 0.254 0.178 0.062 -0.052 0.591 -0.249 0.007 -0.017 0.861
INR -0.430 0.002 -0.340 0.013 -0.466 0.001 -0.371 0.008 -0.351 0.012 -0.373 0.009 -0.271 0.056 -0.163 0.229 -0.346 0.016
EXR -0.236 0.000 -0.156 0.000 -0.276 0.000 -0.238 0.000 -0.188 0.000 -0.244 0.000 -0.030 0.451 0.045 0.230 -0.097 0.026
INF -0.181 0.151 -0.163 0.195 -0.178 0.160 -0.065 0.617 -0.064 0.617 -0.076 0.556 -0.085 0.514 -0.104 0.398 -0.072 0.580
RGDP 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.996 -0.007 0.807 -0.008 0.770 -0.009 0.741 -0.009 0.761 0.001 0.960 0.003 0.902 -0.008 0.793
SCD 0.052 0.838 -0.732 0.004 -0.363 0.146 -0.206 0.434 -0.443 0.088 -0.423 0.100 0.294 0.266 -0.712 0.004 0.354 0.159
_CONS 4.406 0.096 4.795 0.077 0.818 0.757 5.139 0.063 3.874 0.164 3.840 0.161 -13.742 0.000 -7.051 0.012 -15.763 0.000
Adj. R 0.526 0.000 0.540 0.000 0.517 0.000 0.514 0.000 0.539 0.000 0.510 0.000 0.510 0.000 0.512 0.000 0.505 0.000

Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SURE) of Capital Model Summary
C6:CAR C7:CAR C8:CAR C9: CARC1:CAR C2:CAR C3:CAR C4:CAR C5:CAR
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Table A.0.14ANOVA for Profitability Model

Source: Analysis result form STATA

Model SS df MS F- Statistics  P- Value
Regression 447.8 11 40.71
Residual 197.9 345 0.574
Total 645.7 356 1.814
Regression 380.5 11 34.59
Residual 265.2 345 0.769
Total 645.7 356 1.814
Regression 379.4 11 34.49
Residual 266.3 345 0.772
Total 645.7 356 1.814
Regression 142183 11 12926
Residual 135843 345 393.7
Total 278025 356 781.0
Regression 160834 11 14621
Residual 117191 345 339.7
Total 278025 356 781.0
Regression 124020 11 11275
Residual 154005 345 446
Total 278025 356 781
Regression 4.440 11 0.404
Residual 4.507 345 0.013
Total 8.948 356 0.025
Regression 4.586 11 0.417
Residual 4.361 345 0.013
Total 8.948 356 0.025
Regression 4.420 11 0.402
Residual 4.528 345 0.013
Total 8.948 356 0.025

70.96 0.000Model F1

One way ANOVA for Profitability Model

Model F2 45.00 0.000

Model F3 44.67 0.000

Model F4 32.83 0.000

Model F5 43.04 0.000

Model F6 25.26 0.000

Model F7 30.9 0.000

Model F8 32.98 0.000

Model F9 30.62 0.000

SS = Sum of Square ,df= Degree of Freedom , MS = Mean Square
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Table A.0.15ANOVA for Risk Model

Source: Analysis result from STATA

Model SS df MS F- Statistics  P- Value
Regression 2811444 11 255586
Residual 2625305 345 7610
Total 5436749 356 15272
Regression 224052717 11 20368429
Residual 267518177 345 775415
Total 5436749 356 15272
Regression 3989 11 363
Residual 1891 345 5
Total 5880 356 17
Regression 2169977 11 197271
Residual 3266773 345 9469
Total 5436749 356 15272
Regression 277248205 11 25204382
Residual 214322689 345 621225
Total 491570894 356 1380817
Regression 3898 11 354
Residual 1983 345 6
Total 5880 356 17
Regression 1878742 11 170795
Residual 3558007 345 10313
Total 5436749 356 15272
Regression 229751941 11 20886540
Residual 261818953 345 758896
Total 491570894 356 1380817
Regression 3967 11 361
Residual 1913 345 6
Total 5880 356 17

33.59 0.000

SS = Sum of Square ,df= Degree of Freedom , MS = Mean Square

Model R8 27.52 0.000

Model R9 65.03 0.000

Model R6 61.66 0.000

Model R7 16.56 0.000

Model R4 20.83

One way ANOVA for Risk Model

0.000

Model R5 40.57 0.000

Model R2 26.27 0.000

Model R3 66.15 0.000

Model R1
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Table A.0.16ANOVA for Capital Model

Source: Analysis result form STATA

Model SS df MS F- Statistics  P- Value
Regression 1094 11 99.49
Residual 844 345 2.447
Total 1939 356 5.446
Regression 1097 11 99.70
Residual 842 345 2.441
Total 1939 356 5.446
Regression 1083 11 98.50
Residual 855 345 2.479
Total 1939 356 5.446
Regression 1051 11 95.56
Residual 887 345 2.572
Total 1939 356 5.446
Regression 1059 11 96.27
Residual 880 345 2.550
Total 1939 356 5.446
Regression 1050 11 95.47
Residual 889 345 2.575
Total 1939 356 5.446
Regression 1035 11 94.11
Residual 903 345 2.619
Total 1939 356 5.446
Regression 1121 11 101.87
Residual 818 345 2.371
Total 1939 356 5.446
Regression 1041 11 94.63
Residual 898 345 2.602
Total 1939 356 5.446

One way ANOVA for Capital Model

Model C1 40.65 0.000

Model C2 40.85 0.000

Model C3 39.73 0.000

Model C4 37.15 0.000

Model C5 37.76 0.000

Model C6 37.07 0.000

Model C7 35.94 0.000

SS = Sum of Square ,df= Degree of Freedom , MS = Mean Square

Model C8 42.96 0.000

Model C9 36.36 0.000
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Table A.0.17Hypothesis Test Result

Hypothesis t-student value Result

H10: Capital, Risk and Profitability are not related
to each other. (α1 = α2 = β1 = β2 = γ1 =γ2 = 0)
H1a: Capital, Risk and Profitability are
significantly related to each other. (α1 ≠ 0, α2 ≠ 0,
β1 ≠ 0, β2 ≠ 0, γ1 ≠ 0, and γ2 ≠ 0 with P > 0.05)
H20: Capital has no relationship with risk.
(β2 =0, and γ2 = 0)
H2a: Capital has relationship with risk
(β2 ≠ 0, and/or γ2 ≠ 0).
H30: Capital has no relationship with profitability
(α2 = 0 and γ1 = 0)
H3a: Capital has relationship with profitability
(α2 ≠ 0 and/or γ1≠0)
H40: Risk has no relationship with profitability
(α1 = 0 and β1 = 0)
H4a: Risk has relationship with profitability
(α1 ≠ 0 and/or β1 ≠ 0)

H50: Bank Size (LTA) have no Impact on
Profitability. (α3j = 0 where j = 1 )
H5a:Bank Size (LTA) have Impact on Profitability.
(α3j ≠ 0 where j = 1)
H50: Loan to deposit ratio (LTD) have no Impact
on Profitability. (α3j = 0 where j = 2)
H5a: Loan to deposit ratio (LTD)  have Impact on
Profitability. (α3j ≠ 0 where j = 2 )
H50: Loan rate (NLTA) have no Impact on
Profitability. (α3j = 0 where j = 3 )
H5a: Loan rate (NLTA) have Impact on
Profitability. (α3j ≠ 0 where j= 3 )
H50: Operating efficiency (OER))  have no Impact
on Profitability. (α3j = 0 where j =  4)
H5a: Operating efficiency (OER))  have Impact on
Profitability. (α3j ≠ 0 where j = 4)

α33 = -0.0117

α34 = -0.0069

Hypothesis (H5) for Bank specific variables:

Hypothesis (H1-H4) for Profitability, Risk and Capital:

Ho
Rejected

Ho
Rejected

Ho
Rejected

Ho
Rejected

Ho
Rejected

Ho
Rejected

α1 = -.0072   α2 = 0.302           β1

=-95.38  β2 = 21.31           γ1=
1.28  γ2 =0.007                    P <

0.05

β2 = 21.31  γ2 = 0.007)

α2 = 0.302  and γ1 = 1.28

α1 = -0.0072  and  β1 = -95.38

 α31 = 0.0623

 α32 =0.259  from Correlation

Ho
Rejected

Ho
Rejected
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Hypothesis t-student value Result

H60: Real GDP growth rate  have no influence on
profitability  (α4j = 0 where j =  1)
H6a: Real GDP growth rate,  have influence on
profitability (α4j ≠ 0 where j = 1 )
H60: Inflation  rate  have no influence on
profitability  (α4j = 0 where j = 2
H6a:Inflation rate  have influence on profitability
(α4j ≠ 0 where j = 2)
H60:  Interest rate  have no influence on
profitability. (α4j = 0 where j = 3 )
H6a: Interest rate  have influence on profitability.
(α4j ≠ 0 where j = 3 )
H60: Exchange rate  have no influence on
profitability . (α4j = 0 where j =  4)
H6a: Exchange rate  have influence on
profitability. (α4j ≠ 0 where j =  4)

H70: Federal Fund rate has impact on profitability
and Risk . (α4j = 0 and β4j = 0 where j = 5)
H7a: Federal Fund rate has impact on profitability
and Risk. (α4j ≠ 0 and β4j ≠ 0 where j = 5)
H80: Subprime financial Crisis has no impact on
profitability . (α4j = 0 where j = 6)
 H8a: Subprime financial Crisis has impact on
profitability. (α4j ≠ 0 where j = 6)

 α44 = 0.1212

 α45 = -0.1859 and β45 = -22.82

 α46 = -0.1398

 α41 = -0.0049

 α42 = 0.1132

 α43 = 0.1617

Hypothesis (H6) for Macroeconomic variables:

Hypothesis (H7 & H8) for Federal Fund rate and Subprime Crisis:

Ho
Rejected

Ho
Rejected

Ho
Rejected

Ho
Rejected

Ho
Rejected

Ho
Rejected


